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gave the word and the two sharpers were hauled up. ''Now, then, go at it!" he exclaimed.
' 'The instant you stop fighting I'll begin to use the whip!" There
w~s a roar or merriment from the crowd.
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Young W
ild West and "Gilt Edge Gil"
-OR-

TOUCH ING UP THE SHARPERS
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.

"Pass on!" he said, his eyes flashing with anger and humiliation. "It is the first time any one in petticoats e1 er got the
drop on me. Were you a man it would be different."
"You think so?" answered the girl, with a rippling laugh .
"If you really think that way, Mr. Stranger, I advise you
to try it on Young Wild' West."
"Young Wild \Vest? Who is he?"
"He happens to be the young gentleman I am engaged to,
Mr. What's-your-name."
"Ohl My name is Gilbert Potter-Gilt Edge Gil. Do you
want my card?"
'l'he stranger was getting insolent now.
"No; but I want you to move on!"
The revolver was still on a line with his heart, and without another word he rode on around the bend and down the
hill toward the hustling mining town.
Then Ari~tta :'IIurdock-for that was the brave girl's name
- spoke to her horse and galloped along the mountain trnil
toward a dense patch of woods that was about a mile away.
She did not seem to be the least bit agitated over her adventure with the man who called himself Gilt Edge Gil, and
a couple of minutes later, when she came in sight of a handsome young fellow of twenty, who stood oveu the carcass of
a huge black bear, her face was illumined by a smile ot ·
pleasure.
The boy-for his age would not permit of his being called
a man-looked up when he heard her horse· approaching.
"Hello, Et!" he called out. "Where have you been so
long?"
"I was detained for a few minutes about a mile back,.'' was
the reply.
"Detained?" and the young fellow drew his Apollo-like
form to its full height and shook back the· waving mass of
chestnut hair that bung down over kis ·shoulders. "Who detained you? ··
·
"A stranger who called himself Gilt Edge Gil, Wild. He
- he wanted to kiss me!"
Arietta's face was covered with blushes when she said
this.
"Well, did you let him do it?"
"I guess not!" was the quick reply. "I wou ld have shot
him first!"
"I believe you, Et. I guess I can do all the kissing that
is to be done to you. I'll have one now, too!"
He stepped forward and assisted her to dismount; as she
got do"·n there was a smack that sounded ns though the boy
haci kept his word.
There " ·af-l a little laughter and some pleasantry passed
between th em, and then the boy, with all seriousness, said:
7

O:LT EDGE GIL INTRODUCES HIMSELF.

. "Good-morning, miss! A beautiful morning, is it not?"
"Exe- use me, sir, do not block my way, please."
"I block your way! Why, certainly not. But this is certa inly a lo,e\y morning."
:' Perhaps it is, sir."
"l'crhaps? Ha, ha, ha! I can readily see that you are
w ,t one of nature' s students. You Western girls have peculi:ir ways."
":\' eYer mind a bout the peculiar ways of Western girls,
I.m t ju,;t m ove your horse out of my path, so I can pass!"
The 1,ce ne wa. a rough mountain trail just at the outskirts
of iYeston. Dakota, and the ti.me a beautiful morning in the
,sp rin~· a few . yea rs a go.
The trail was rather na rrow at that point, and as a goldenhair'-'d girl of perhaps seventeen was rounding a sharp curve
sl:c hall come face to face with a dashing-looking stranger
m onuted on a big bay horse.
Th e girl rode a splendid iron gray that wrrs equipped with
as fin e a saddle and bridle as could be found in that section
of 1he country.
:,he sat in the side-saddle with such ease and grace that
one woukl only have had to cast a single glance at her to
l>cc· nmc satisfied that she was an accomplished equestrienne.
The expresslon on her handsome face was not one of fear
when s he told the stranger to move his horse from her path
so s he could pass.
It was one of indignation more than anything else.
Ins tead of complying with her demand he smiled tantalizin;::-Iy.
·• Do you know, miss, tliat I have never yet kissed a girl
,Yith such beautiful golden hair as you have?" he said, doffing
his hat in moclc politeness. "I therefore must demand toll
of you. One kiss, and you may pass on your way."
·• .\.11 right, sir! Here is your kiss!"
.\s quick as a flash the beautiful girl drew a revolver from
the folds of her dress and covered the man's hear t.
"The kiss you will get will be one of hot lead!" she went
on. speaking as calmly as though she was talking to an old
friend. "Do you want it right away?"
"Great Scott!" exclaimed the strange horseman, as he
pulled his horse back. · "I guess you mean business, miss."
"Get out of the way and let me pass!"
"Certainly.,.
1t. was a s toniP-hing to see )low quick]~· the J'ellow obeyed.
1t "·as quite e1·ident that he " ·as at'raid the gil'l would
shoo t if he clW not.
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YOUNG WILD WEST AND "GILT EDGE GIL."

"Now, Et, tell me about the stranger who wanted to kiss
you."
Arietta did so. not omitting a single detail.
Young Wild West smiled grimly at the conclusion of her
story.
As youn::: as he n-as, this boy was one of the greatest heroes
the Wild \Test had ever produced.
He was the acknowledged champion deadshot of the West
and went by the name of the Prince of the Saddle, because
his equal had never been founcl at taming and riding a
horse.
He. was a very wealthy mine owner,. too, and was treasurer
of the \Yild West Mining and Improvement Company, which
-n·as located in ·weston, the town that bad been named for
him.
Yonng Wild West had started out to hunt for a bear that
moming, and pretty Arietta l\Iurdock, wbo assisted her grandfather at the town post-office, had agreed to follow him. as
soon as the mail came in and she had dj.stributed it.
Tlle young deadshot found the tracks of a bear after a
1,·hile, and he bad shot the bear but a few minutes before
his sweetheart appeared on the scene.
The boy was as cool as any man of the border could be.
But he always got angered when he heard of 'his sweetheart being insulted.
He was angered now, and, of course, quite anxious to meet
the man who called himself Gilt Edge Gil.
He meant to teach the fellow a lesson and make him apologir.e to Arietta at the first opportunity.
"vVe!l. Et," he said, as he swallowed his anger as· best he
could. "I guess I will finish skinning the bear, and then we
will ride back home together with the hams and skin."
"All right, Wild."
"This fellow is quite a big one. He was very cute, too,
for it took me nearly an hour to find him after I first struck
his tracks."
"Did you have to shoot more than once at him, Wild?"
"No, one shot did the business. You see, I was pretty
close to him when I fired, and I could hardly miss."
"I guess that did not make any qiffereuce. You could have
dropped him at a distance just as well."
'''Well, perhaps I could have. I always make it a point to
have the object I am shooting at covered before I fire."
"I don't believe your equal can be found in the world,
Wild."
•
"You mean at shooting?"
"Yes, and anything else."
"Thank you, Et. I would rather receive a ~ompJiment from
you than any one else." .
"I take that as a compliment," retorted the girl, with a
smile.
"\Veil, I mean what I say."
"A.nd so did I mean what I said."
They talked on in this strain until the skin and bear meat
were ready to be taken away.
Then the handsome young couple mounted their horses and
started on a walk homeward.
Wild rode his splendid sorrel stallion Spitfire, that had
carried him through many dangers safely, and the contrast
between the magnificent specimens of horseflesh was quite
markecl.
'£he iron gray Arietta was mounted on would have been
called a perfec t horse in e,ery sense of the word, but Spitfir-well, there was something about him that attracted the
eye.
Bolh beauty and speed were combined in him, and his
glo. sy coat and ~owing mane and tail made him look a perfect picture.
As the couple followed the trail around the mountainside
the horses keP.t step, and any one to have seen them would
have been likely to loolt with admiration.
"\Yilfl wore a hunting-suit of buckskin trim.med with red
silk fringe and his head was topped off with a pearl-colored
somllrero.
His sweetheart was attired in a jaunty riding suit of blue
and golcl. with buckskin -leggings and riding boots and a
hat of the same material and color as her skirt.
It wa.s a-bent ten o'clock in the forenoon, and the young
people seemed to oe in no hurry.
'.!.'hough they were sweethearts and intended to get married
when they got a little older, they were often separated, as
Yonng \\.ild West was often away on business trips through
rnrlous parts of the great West.
Sometimes Arietta \Vent with him, but more often she

.,

stayed at home and helped her grandfather in his duties as
postmaster.
Consequently when the two got together they enjoyed each
other's compan.v, as might well be supposed.
They allowed their horses to walk all the way to the railroad track, and when they crossed it they set out on a canter.
Wild halted at the office of the Wild West )lining and Improvem,ent Company and left one of the hams and the . 1,kiu
there, and then proceeded to the Murdock residence with his
sweetheart.
The remaining ham from the slain bear was left here, and
then 1vaving his baud to Arietta, the handsome young prince
of the saddle rode back to the office.
Here he found Cheyenne Charlie, Jim Dart and .Jack Robedee, his three partners in the mining business, awaiting him.
Jim Dart was a boy of about Wild's age, and the two liyed
together in a neat little cottage that was built on a little
street right behind the company's office.
They had a Chinaman In their employ who did their cooking and housekeeping for them when they were home. which
was not the greate r part of the time, by any means.
.
"So you struck a bear, bey, "\Vild?" obserYed Chey<'nne
Charlie, the famous ex-government scout, as he stroked his
dark, silky beard and looked admiringly at the ham tba t · the
Chinaman had just picked up to take in the house.
"Yes, I thought I would try my luck this morning,·· was
the reply.
""\Vell, I knocked one over yesterday."
"Yes, so I heard. That is what made me t h ink of going
out to look for one to-day."
"No, it wasu·t, not altogether," spoke up .Tac-k ,Robedee,
another well-known scout, who was forced to go through the
balance of bis life with a cork leg on account 01 having lo:<t
his gooµ one in a scrimmage with some r enegades a few
months before. 1'He didn't go out after a bear, not altogether,
boys. He went out to have a ride around the mountain with
his sweetheart. Well, I don't blame him much. I w.as that
way once myself."
.
Cheyenne Charlie lau ghed heartily at this, for, like Jack,
he was married.
While the four stood talking in front of the office they noticed a horseman approaching from the heart of the town.
He was tiding along at an easy gait, and appeared to be
looking for some place in particular.
,
vVhen he reached the well-kept street that ran for a short
distance from the main thoroughfare of the town to the office
of the Wild ·west Mining and Improvement Company he
caught sight of the ·sign on the building, and then, with a
nod of satisfaction, turned his hor se to the spot where the
four partners were .standing.
He n-as a dashing-looking chap of twenty-five or thirty. but
the instant Wild caught a look at his face be took a dislike •
to him.
"Good-morning, gentle.men! I am Gilt Ecl'ge Gil,'' be said,
taking of!: his hat and reining in his steed.

CHAPTER IL
THE SHARPERS.

"Yes," went on the horseman, dismounting, "I am Gilt
Edge Gil, and I have come out here to show some of the
people of Weston. how to make money . Do any of you gentlemen represent the Wild West Mining and · ImproYement
uompany?"
"I reckon w·e all r epresent it," answered Cheyenne Oharlie,
eyeing the man curiously. "Was there any one in particular
you wanted to · see?"
"Oh, no. I merely n-aut to see every one who hn s money
invested in the company. Yon see, I am one-third owner of
the stock in the ebraska Beef Company . which is one of the
best paying institutions in the \Vest. I am looking for investors, and· will give a guarantee to pay a dividend of two
hundred per cent., payable qmuterly. I have refere nce from
the leading banks in the cities of the West. I propose to remain in Weston a few days and giYe those who haYe money
to invest a chance to make money faster than they can at
mining."
"Well, here is Young \Vild West. You might talk to him;
what he says around here goes a good \Tays, you knon-,"
said Charlie. turning to our hero.
At the mention of the name of Young Wild \Vest, Gilt
Edge Gif celored slightly •

YOUNG ,nLD WEST AXD "GILT EDGE GIL."
But he was very quick to recover himself.
"1 am glacl to meet you, ::\Ir. \Yest," he saicl, putting out
'
his hancl.
" Is that all the bui;iness you hav e around h ere?" queried
\\"ild. not noticing the proffered haucl.
""\\ell, J·es. that is all. vYh.v do you ask that question?"'
"Oh. l thought perhaps yon bad a way of trying to kiss
eYery pt·etty g-irl you met here."
'l'he ,;tranger threw bac: k his head and laughed in hearty
1
fashion.
·•r . think I know what yon mean, Mr. West." he observed
hlan rlly. "But please let it drop. If I had known I was
ti-eadiug on your corns when I made friends with the reclha ired )!irl I shoulcln't haYe clone it, 'pon my word I wouldn't!
Rhe had such a bewitchiu:? way about her that I couldn't
help it. indeed I conldn't. Site said she was going to tell yon
about it, hnt I'll w ager th at she "·asn't so awfully offendecl
'
about it, after all."
"1'11 het a twenty-d ollar goldpiece to a silver quarter that
'
you lie!"
"Wllat! ·· ancl Gilt Edge Gil stepped back a pace and placed
his hand on tlle butt of his revolver. "Young fellow. when
I nm rallrd a liar tlle one who calls it to me generally has
to ti~ht!"
"All ri;.rllt. sir!" and \Vild's fist shot out and caught the
man on the chin. sending him clo,,n so suddenly that he struck
with a thud that fairly jarred the breath from bis body.
But he r etained his grnsp upon his shooter and pulled it
·
out of the h e ister in a jiffy.
Young i.\'ild 'est was as mad as bis fri ends had ever seen
him hcfore.
But hP did not lose bis head. for an that.
\Yith a ·well-dit"ected kick he sent the revolver flying a
dozen fePt a way. and then folding his arms, he stood over the
·
fallen fellow and exclaimed:
"You ha ,-,, got to take back what you said just now, and
wllat i,; more, you have got to apofogize to the young lady
yon insnHeLI a s hort time ago."
Gilt :E!lg-e Gil got upon bis feet without deigning to make
a reply.
"'hatev-e r he was, he was not a coward.
Ile rnsheLl at Yon11g Wild "'es t as though he meant to
break e,·e,rr bone in his body.
But the boy wry neatly dodged him and str11ck him a hea'"r
blo1y IJPhind his ear.
TIJ en he cnugilt him about the neck with his left arm and
strnek h im ha lf a doz en blows iu the face.
Wilen Wilrl relinquished his hold upon him, Gilt Edge Gil
dropped to the ground.
His nose was bleeding profusely and the foundation for a
couple of black eyes had been laid.
"\i'hc11 you talk about fighting you oug ht to be sure that
:rnn umkrstaud the game," saicl the young prince of the saddle
;trimly. '·Xow. hurry up a nd get ready; I want you to go with
me• anti apologize to the young latly."
<: i!t f"dg-e Gil rolled over and got upon his eli.Jow.
Tliei, he looked at 'Wild for a moment in a dazed way.
Ile hml rec-eiYetl a n awful thrashing, and it bad taken but
a ft,-,- sel:onc1s to aclminister it to him.
J:l't he "' 11!'< not r eady to acknowledge that he was beaten.
I!i ~iug to a sitting posture. he reached for his other shooter.
"Keep _your hamls off that!" sternly commanded Young
)Yil1l \\' rst. "If you tou ch that shooter I'll cripple you so
y on wo1i't be a ble to pull a gun for the next month!"
Then it was that' the rascal began to realize that he had
barked up the wrong tree.
"If I sa i<l anything that offended you I am sorry for it,"
he remarked, humbly.
"You " -ill aclmit that you lied, then?"
"Y<'s: I will take back what I said."
"All right. i\ ow mount yonr horse and come with me."
"\\'hat for?" ·
"Do HS I sayl''
That ,ettled it.
The thrn~hed rascal slowly got upon his feet, and, wiping
hi~ l.J ieecling nose. mountecl his horse.
Yo"n~ n·ilcl W est got upon tile back of the sorrel a lmost
as quiddy.
'· Ride '"·e;. to the post•office." he commanded. "Do you
lrn o" · the way ?"
"Yes, I noticed the sign a little while ago as I rode over
here."
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"n·e11. that is where I am going- to take you. am! if you
attempt to g-et away from me I will llrop yon with a bullet.
Now, theu. be mighty care Cul."
Gilt Eclgc Gil l.Jccame a;, hnmble as a Yl"hi11ped cm, whic:h
he was. if we may use the expression.
As the t1To rode slowly in the cli:·p,·tion of the post-offi.c-e
the three partners of Young \Yiltl \Yest started a ftel' them
Oll foot.
They did not quite nnder.:;tand it all, and they w:rntPrl tu
see the finish.
Gilt Edge Gil was a sorry-looking figure jm,t now. ·
His swoll<'n fru·e aml bleeding Hose lookctl sadly out of
place with the jnunty Yelvet riding suit he wore, and with
bent shoulders and drooping bead all his tlas!Jing apptarnm:c
was gone.
As they neare11 the post-office \Vild saw. Arietta just enter·
ing it.
She hacl just come over from the house after J)uttiug her
horse away.
Gilt Edge Gil saw her, too, aud. turning to "\\ild, h·e· saicl:
"i\Ir. West, if you drop this right now, I promise you ti.lat
I will never do a thing to offend you again as long as [
live. "
The rascal evidently took considerable pride in his good
lo ok:-, aud was a:;hamed of his appenrance just then.
"You are going to apologize to the young lacly. sir!" wns ihe
reply he received.
'1'11e fellow said no more.
They had readwd the front of the J)Ost-office by this time.
"Dismount!"
Gilt Edge Gil slid from the back of his horse without the
least delay.
· 'l:h eu 1Vild jumped do,vn, and, throwing tile . bridle 0YCr
bis borse·s bead, walked to tbe door of the office.
"Come out h ere, Et," he called out.
"'Vhat is it, Wild?" came the quic:k reply, and tllc next
minute the pt'etty postm'istress appeared.
In spite of bis mnssecl-up appearanee, s lle reeognized C:ilt
Edge Gil instantly.
"Htn-e y ou ever seen this man before. Et?··
"Yes: he is the man ,.-ho iu sultetl me ,1~ l was· 011 m.,· way
to meet you thiR morning."
"Ah! Xow. :\Ir. Gilt lfldge Gil, you will pl ease apologize
to the young lady."
"I h umb ly beg your p::irdon, miss,•· said th<' rascal. bo1Ying
and taking off his hat. "I hope you will forgive me, for, llclieYe me when I say it, I aw very, Yery son-y." ,
"I reckon that's a putty neat sort of au apology," spoke up
Clleyen'ne Charlie. who bad reachetl lhe scene in time to hear
the words.
"That is all, Et," said "'ild, a nLI the girl promptly swept
back into the office. "Xow, sir, I am done with you unless
yon want to fight some more.·•
Gilt Edge Gil e:ist a look of nuclying bate at the hanclsome
young prince of the saddle. ancl then, without a. wo1·d, jerked
npon his 1.Jriclle rein and rode on'r to the nearest saloon.
"I feel better now, bo.rs, ·• obset'Yetl ,villl to his friends.
":Now I guess 1'11 go back.
H e rode oYer to the office of the company us calmly ns
though nothing had. happened, and, pausing long enough to
explain matters to the IJookkeeper and two or three others
who stood in the door, he went to his stable at the · rear of
the building.
Then "'ild w ent into the office and fixed up bis books, not
leaving it till the trrnlve o"clock whistle at the mine blew.
At the hous~ he found Jim Dart ,Yaiting for him to sit
down to the u oo nday meal.
" ' Vild." said Jim, "there are several strangers _in town, and
it strikes me that tbey are a lot of sharpers. They are posing
as tend erfoots. but I am of the opinion tl\at they are simply
·
putt ing it on."
"That is what the fellow called Gilt Ed;re Gil is-u sharper,"
retorted Wild. "He has come here for the purpose of getting
some foolish people to inYest their money in the enterprise be
claims to be a one-third owner in. and when he gets their
cash it is likely th::it will be the last they will eYer see of it."
"I wouldn't be sm11risetl if you nre right," and ,Tim ncdtled ,
as be helped bim seli' to the eatables on the table. ""'hether
he is a sharper or not, Gilt Edge Gil will remember his meeting with you. But I have an idea that he is a bad man, ,Vilt!,
ancl you want to be on thP lookout for him . Yon gaYe him
a good thrashing and then forced him to humiliate himself
bs aoolo:rizinc: in oublic to Arietta. The look he g:ue vou ns.

•
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he went a wa;v was a fiercf' one-as though he would like to
·
murder you."
"Well. if he gets a chanC'e at me he is welcome to it. Of
course, I am _going to be on the watch for him. I am always
on the watch when I have u fellow of his caliber to contend
with."
After <linner Zoung Wild West concluded to walk over to
the part of the town where the saloons were located and
ha ,e a look at the strangers Jim spoke of.
A man by the name of Jake Parsons kept about the liveliest plaee in the town.
He had a piano iu his place and an alleged German professor who could play it to perfection.
Parsons was a newcomer in \Veston, but he appeared to
be a pretty honest sort of a man, and he was making money
hand over fist, as the saying goes.
Our hero had not been in the place over once or twice. and
when he got to the place with ,Tim and heard the sounds of
great merriment inside, he suggested that they go in.
The pi:rno was rattling away at a great rate and a taJJ
stranger. in a red shirt was singing a comic song at the top
of his voice. '
There were fifteen or tw'enty men Jisteniug to him, and they
almost drowned the singing by their laughter and applause.
"\Yhile nil this ,Yas going on a man. who was pretty well
dressed, was talking very earne tly to the proprietor, who
seemed to be deeply interested.
Pretty .·oon Parsons got a pen and ink and signed a paper
the man put out to him.
'l'hen Wild and Jim heard the stranger say:
"1Yhen I bring you the tickets you are to pay me a hundred dollars. As it is a new thing, all those who go in this
month will re<:eive prizes ranging from two hundred to five
thou~anrl clollars. I will fix it so :,ou won·t receive less than
a thonsaml. Pretty goocl investment, ain't it"/"
"I shoultl say it was," nodded tbe saloonkeeper. "I always
cli(l banker after huyin' lottery tickets."
",Yell, this is the best concern in the United States. It
is square, too. but we always fix it so a certain number can
win for snre , as. it always cnuses their friends to buy lots of
tickets, you know."
"I see," c·hnc-kled Parsons. "I'm much obliged to you for
Jetting me in."
"Not at all. I took a notion to you, and that is why I
spoke to you. This town has got lots of money In it. and it
ought to pay nn agent fol' the lottery company good here. I
expe<'t to stay here permanently."
"1''hen clid you say you woulcl have the tickets?" asked
Parsons .
"vYben the train that's due at four glts in," was the reply.
"Twenty ·dollars is the price of a whole ticket, but they will
be sold in twentieth parts at one clollar apiece. You have
signed your name to take five whole ones."
"Yes. nnder ther guarantee that I will win more than I
1my out."
Yonn,g vVild 1''est concluded that he had better buy a
ticket in the lotten·. just to find out what the game was.
CHAPTER III.
A NOVEL FIGHT.

The lottery man presently looked up and saw that Wild
.
was showin11: great interest in him.
It oecurred to him that he could find a customer in the boy,
for he had come to ·weston to floocl the town with spurious
lottery tic-1,ets and then make off with lhe harvest he reaped.
Hut this man was not working alone.
He belonge1l to a sang of ><l1>1rper . . of whiC'h Gilt Edge Gil
"'ns the lellder.
Let thn t snffi<'e for the present.
"How rto you do, ~·oung fellow?" the man asked. stepping
q; to "\Yild arn1 .Tlm and putting out his hand to the former.
''l'rPtt\· well. thank yon!'' answered the young rteadshot.
n nrl then hP gripped bis hand so hare! that the sharper winced
with pn\11.
"Yon',·e got a11 awful grip for a young feller," he remarked,
looking nt ills lingers to make sure that they were not crushed
·nil of all semblance of such.
"'\'PS. I havP often been told so. I sometimes forget myself
:rn<l ><hut too hllrd on a person I am shaking hands with. I
11 P<' ~-0.1 will ex:e11se me."
··cen:1i11 ly, m.:· boy, certainly!" •

Jake I?arsons. the s:1lo ., 11 keeper. was listening to what was
being . aid. and be now vut in his oar.
":\Ir. Spigott. let me lnterduce ye1· to Young Wild 1''est an'
hiR partner, Jim Dart. '!'hen you'll be better acquainted. " he
said.
"I'm right glad to meet ·em. I assure you," retorted the
sharper, and then he was shaking hands "l'rith ,Vild again before he knew it.
He got the same squeeze as before, and this time he uttered a cry of pain.
Our hero excused himself, and then Ir. Spigott shook with
-Tim, using his left hand.
Young Wild West could read the fellow with the greatest
of ease.
Rascnlity and cunning were stamped on every line of his
face.
He was anxious for the man to open bis game, for he
wanted to learn just what it was.
He had heard enough- to know that it was a lottery scheme,
but he wanted to get the full details.
· If there was a plot to swindle a lot of unsuspecting residents of Weston. Young ·wilcl West wanted to kno,Y it. so
he could knock it in the head.
He did not have to wait long.
" I would like to speak to you two gentle.men n minute."
said the sharper. "I nm a stranger here, but am on a little
business that may interest you.·•
"All right," answered our hero. "1'7e will be glad to bear
·
what you ha Ye to say."
"Let us step in the back room, then."
"I i:rness it is all right. Mr. West." observed Parsons. nodding in a wise way. "I have taken something in it.•·
"Good! You ought to know what you are doing.,. was the
reply.
The boys followed Spigott into the back room and sat down
to a table that was not occupied.
The miners and cowboys were making so ; inuch noise in
the other room that it had been difficult for them to make
them><el,es understood.
Here they could do a little better.
"I suppose you fellers like to make money easy. don't you?''
asked the sharper.
"Oh, yes!" answered Wild.
"vVell, I have got the greatest scheme eYer heard of." nucl
then he told them just what they had heard him tell the
saloonl;:eeper a short time before.
He wns going to let them in o they would be bound to win
more than ·what ,they inve ·tetl, just to advertise the lottery.
"I guess we will each taken whole ticket.·• said 1''ilcl. after
he hncl thought a momei1t-or made out that he was thinking
·
it O'Ver.
Dart looked at him in surprise.
It was evident that lie snw into the g:uue.
But Wild acted jnst as though be was one of the m0Kt innocent mortals ever tnrkled hy a sharper.
"Vi'e will each take n whole tiC'ket," sai1l he. ":\"o"·· gh·C'
us the guarantee that we ,Yill win more than we pnt in.··
"I'll tell you what you had l1etter do," an~werecl f hi' man.
"You had better take five li<-ket~ l>et\YePn the two of yon,
and then I will ha ,·e it fix eel so you will "·in tin• h nucired.
I'll do this. because I know you would aclverti,:e it well tor
the company, and then I would be able to ~ell no end of
tickets."
"That is so," admitted 1''ild. ""\Yell, I guess ,ve will 'tnke
five whole tickets, then. .Tin1, that is Illa king money fast.··
and be winl,ccl at his companion while the lllan was lm><_1·
getting out his p:1per~.
'fhen Jim um1erstood.
"H:1 ,·en·t ~-ou got ,some f·ic·kets "·itll yon now'! .. a•,kt'd "\Y ilcl.
nR the iaharpPr pushed oYer two paperis for them to ,s\_c;n. •· t
will take them now if :rnn 11:in•. 1\'ll:1 t is thP u><c• nf signing
an a1?reement to take tllem·t··
"Oh!'' and the fellow lool,etl ln1l'll :ii him. "YPs. I h:1n• n
fe"· tic·kets with me . Bnt if look~ more h11~i11Pss-likt> to tak,•
t.he orders n11tl then delh·er thP ti.cket>< late r on. you kn nw ...
"Perh,1ps it cloe,;. But 1 ha ,·e the rno ne~· rig-1!1" h prc·. so I
may ns \YPII pay if- to yon. ""h<' ll <loes thP <l!·a11·iug- fakP
vlace?•·
'"rile first of tlte rno11tl1. 'l'llere i,; n rlmwi11g t!1p fin,t of
every month ..,·on know. nrnl th on><andfl an<l tt> n-:. of thuusa11tls
of clolhu·,s are clistril.Jutccl :1mong- tht• l1H·k~- nnes. ··
"I :-;ce .. ,
'·ft i>< t11e .:r,·ealP><t wa,v to mnkP 111ont>y · r c•,·pt· lteartl of!"
declareu Jim. hdJJin:::: \\"ilcl alou:;:; nil h.; i.:o;iltl.
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"Xow. the one who gets the best of the fight takes all t hat
Spigott now produced the tickets.
He had lots of them in bis pockPts, and he quickly picked you have m:11le this morning," said Wild, looking at them
with a grim smile on hi handsome countenance.
out five whole ones and banded them to the boys.
Tbey looked at each other, and then t)le fellow who was
Tttey looked them over cnrefully and found that they were
uncloubtPdl~· in the ~wimlling game with Spigott scowled.
priuted in nct·ordanc-e with what Ile had told th'e m.
"All right.·• he said .
No doubt they were good ei1ough. as far as lottery tickets
"Hitch the rope· about tlleir waists, boys!"
go, but that wns not the point ,vna was getting at.
.A.s our hero saicl this Jim Dart promptly attended to Spigott,
It was the fact that Spigott was guaranteeing them to win
while a " 'illing miner fixed up the othe>r man.
11,oney tllat made him think hard a\Jout the scheme.
'!'hen T'i'ild asked a drover. who was looking on with a
He had not the least doubt that the sharper told the same
grin. for the u~e of his whip for a few minutes.
thing to e,·ery one he sold tickets to.
The "·hip was promptly banded to him.
"TT'heu t!Jey had examined the tickets to their satisfaction
"Now, then." observed he, turning to the spectators, "after
they put them in their pockets and then Wild produced a
the fun is over I will tell you why I did this."
hundred-dollar bill.
"Hooray fur Young T'i'ilcl West! He knows what he's
"Now, :\Ir. Spigott," said he, "just gi'~e us a written guarantee that we will win five hundred dollars at the drawmg a-doin' ! " yelled one of the miners.
It "·as jns1 at this juncture that Cheyellne Charlie and
which tak<'S pince t'he fi rst of the month."
"Oh! I will do that all right," and, producing the necessary Jn('k H.olleclee came up.
f
They soon took in the situation.
writing materials from his pocket, Spigott very quickly wrote
.Jim stood on one side, holdillg the end of a lariat and a
out a guarantee that "Whole ticket No. 89,000.A. would will
miner wns on the other side ready to pull.
a pri;r,e of five hundred dollars in gold."
"'iltl ga,e the worcl and the two sharpers were hauled up.
"Rebert Spigott, agent," was the signature be signed to it.
"Now. thcu. go at it!" he exclaimed. "The instant you stop
"That . is all right," remarked our hero, and then he put it
·
fighting I'll begin to use the whip!"
in his [JOCket.
There was n roar of merriment from the crowd.
Our two frieuds then went out into the barroom, ,vhere the
Then the two men went at it hammer-and-tongs.
fun was getting fast and furious uo\v.
"'fore than half their blows did not land, though, as they
Spigot t went out on the stoop, and then they noticed angot to swinp·ing so much that they could not hit each other
other fellow, wllo was a stranger to them, follow him.
The two went right near a window that had a broken pane ,ery well.
Rpigott was getting .much the worst of it, however.
of glass. and -n·ild leisurely walked over to it.
They were both as mad ru; hornets.
There ,.-as so much noise inside that he could not hear
Whack! Whiz!
what the two men were talking about, but presently be
Spigott rec-ei,ecl a hea,x one on the nose and struck back,
hear<l the other fellow call Spigott a li~r.
·'Yoti',·e got to whack up what you've collected inside!" he hitting nothing but' the empty air.
He was now swinging about like a punching-bag.
heard him sa·y.
l1 incling that he stood no show with his fists, he began
Then there was the sound of a sC'uffle on the stoop and some
like a jumping-jack.
kicking
.
"Fight!"
oue yelled
He got in a eo11ple of good ones on the stomach of his opthe rest.
n·u11 ::ml .Jim hurried outside with
1
began to
Spigott and the other man we 1·e scrambling about on the ponent. who roared out with pain and anger and
kick back.
stoop. ea('h trying to pummel the other.
They kept kicking- antl striking ont with their. hands u ntil ,
A su(lden idea strnck our hero.
both were exhausted, nncl then our hero ordered them to be
",v ait a minute!" he cried, in a ringing tone.
Instantly the two men stopped fightillg, wh il e the crowd let clown.
As th r y s:tnk i.1pon the stoop, Young Wild ,vest turned t o
locked at ,Yild to see "' bat he meant by it.
He harl noticeu a couple of books in the ceiling of the the crowd ancl exclaimed:
"Boys. tho e two fellows are swindlers. Be careful and
pia;r,;r,a, and be concluded to ba,e some sport with the sbarpnot buy any lottery t ickets of them."
..:rs.
The miners looked at e:1cll other.
"Fetc-h out some ropes and we will let these fel lows fight
"I reckon that a bout roost everybody has bought 'em," said
it ont in :1 noYel way!" he cried.
one.
Some of the svec:tators were pretty warm friends of Young
w·ila ,Yest.
CHAPTER lV.
Th ey got a couple of lariats in a jiffy.
Theu. at a word from " ' ild, Jim stood on a bane! and slid
THE SHA.RPERS AT WORK,
'
one of the ropes over a hook.
Gilt Eclge Gil was simply boiling over with rage when he
'l'Llis tlone, he moved oYer to the other one and did the same.
The two belligerents stood looking at each other in a puz- left th e presence ~f Young T'i.ild West in j'ront of the postoffice.
;r,le<l wa~·.
It was the first time he had ever been treated that way m
Their p:u;s ious had cooled by this lime, and it was evident
"
his whole life.
that tlley did not wish to fight any more.
He had always prided himself upon being one of the quick"Come! .. exclaimed Wild, as he stepped up to -them. "Get
est in the world to draw a gun, and he was known by many
ready to fight!"
"I ret kon we 'll call it square," saicl the fellow who had be- as the "man of nerve. "
But here he bad been handled by a young fellow scarcely
gun it.
"Oh. no! · You ha,e got to fight it out. You see, I happen out of his teens- handleu as he never dreamed of being
lo kuow what started the row. You have got to fight it handled.
He had been a mere child compared to Young, Wild West,
out, I say! And you are going to do it the way I want you
to. Yon ha,·e my guarantee on that, and it is not a written and no one knew it better than he did.
In addition to being n sharper Qf the first w.ater and an
onP, eil lier!"
villain, Gilt Edge Gil priued himself upon being
all-around
.remark.
tlli,;
:it
,,-iuced
Rpigott
man.
laclit's'
great
aaway.
walk
to
mo,e
a
Then he made
But when he attempted to be too free with pretty Arietta
"SE>e here!'' exclaimed Young ·wild n'est, who was now uet<'rmiued that th e men should fight it out his way. "I want Murdock he Imel made the mistake of his life.
The villain ground his teeth with rage as be entered the
~-ou two to get re:1cly. Do you understand?"
Gazoo Hotel, which was kept by a man named Brown, who,
Svigott placed his hand on his revolver.
"Dou·t do that!" commanded Wild. "If you do the under- by the way. was a staunch friend and admirer of Young Wild
taker ,vill be looking for you inside of fi.v e minutes. Boys, West.
It was nt this hotel that the allegell one-third owner in
just g<'t th!'ru in shape to fight it out. I know what the quarrel between them is, and I'll guarantee that it is enough to the Nebraska Beef Company had e;ngaged board when he
rocle into town after his meeting with .A.1ietta.
warrant tl:te.m hurting each other a little."
Ile had talked Brown illto taking some Share,; of the stock ,
That was enough.
Half a clczen miners immediately rushed up, and, seeing and then on his advice had gone oyer to illterview the people
that it would be better for them to do as they were told, at the office of the n rilcl "TT'est "'lining and Improvement Comthe two sharpers took off their coats and said they were pany.
Brown had been a wilm•ss of what tool, place in front of
rrady.
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the po~t-offir e. and when the sharper rode up with his bruised
and batterec1 fac-e he looked at him iu surprise.
"\Yhnt was tiler matter with you an' Yonng -n·nt1 -n·est?''
he askccl .
"I flirted with his girl this moruing 'and he didn't like it,
I gness," was t he reply. as the rascal choked clown his rage.
"Oh! ,veil. Wild is a sort or a terror when he gits goin'."
'·He seems to be. " 'ell, I suppose he was right. I don' t
bear an;r grnc1ge for what be dicl to me."
Oilt Edge WI said this because he coulcl readily see that
the hotel proprietor took considerable stock in Young Wild
West, and he wanted to keep on the right side of him for
rerrisons of bis own.
'·Have you got anything to fix me up?" be asked, as be got
before the moky mirror that hung behind the bar and lookecl
at hi,; reflection.
"Yes, l',e got plenty of hot water in ther kitchen, an' I
reckon we kin find some arnica an1 lard around the place.
I'll fix you u1J all right."
'The shar1Jet· had paid his board in advance for a week, and
that made him pretty solid with Brown.
Ile took him in the back room and found the articles he
lJad mentionecl, and then he helped wash the swollen face and
tn•at it as be t he knew how.
When Gilt Edge Gil had swallowed some of the best liquor
the house afforded lie felt better.
Bnt be was as bitter as e,·er against Young Wild West, and
it wa s quite certain that he meant to be revenged upon him
·
before lJe took his departure from the town.
The sharper took it easy until after he bad eaten a good
dinn er.
Then he went out to take a walk around the place.
He Yisited several of the stores and succeeded in getting
seYeral people who were of a speculative turn of mind interested in his beef company.
1Ie showed them where Brown of the Gazoo had put his
n:uue clown for a hundred shares at par, and at the end of
an hour be bad several thousand dollars on bis subscription
list.
" I will send ' in the list as soon as I have got enoueh to
make it worth 'IYhile," be told them. "Then the stock certificates. with the guarantees and the endorsements of the
clifferent b:rnks, will be se1)t up from Lincoln and you can
1iay the money to me, or send it direct to Lincoln, just as ,you
plea . e."
This looked fair enough, but some of the men who bit
thougl..lt they were wise, and agreed to send the money to the
lJome office.
'!'bey did not think that if it was a swindling game Gilt
Edge Gil would be liable to have a man in Lincoln to receive the money and divide it with him when they met,
SuC'h was exactly the case, though.
The sharper was such a good talker that by three in the
afternoon be had succeeded beyond his expectations.
- 'l'he onl.v thing that worried him was that Young Wild
·
West might step in and block his game.
It occul'l'ed to him that the boy was a very shrewd financier. and the fact of bis being so popular in town would
make thing-s rather husky for him should be find out that
it was a swindling game.
Fonr men were confederates of Gilt Edge Gil, but they were
working- the lottery ticket game, and not bothering with the
beef scheme.
One of these was Bob Spigott, as might be supposed.
The fi,e were to meet accidentally ( ?) at the Gazoo that
afternoon at four, and when the time was nearly up Gilt
Eclge Gil went back there.
A little later the rascals came in one at a time.
Men have a way of getting acquainted yery easily in the
towPs of the Wild ·west, and it was not long before the five
were seatecl in the back r oom drinking together,
Gilt Edge Gil was surprised wen he saw that two of his
men had hruised faces. as well as hiruselr.
'l'llo?y were Bob Spigott and Ike Lacy, the two Wild had
mnde fight while they were suspended in the· air.
,\.hen they had told their story he was more uneasy than
eYer.
"This Young "'ii(! -n'est is a dangerous fellow," he said,
lowrrin.t~ his Yoice to a whisper. "He gave me my dose this
morning. and I ha ,·e sworn that be must die for it. The
quic:ke1: he is put out of the way the better it will be for us.
D0 .1·,,u t11Hlerstnnd whnt. I say?·"
Tb _, lllC'll snicl they did, especially Sp.igott and Lacy, who
were now ou ye ry friendly terms again.

"How much have you fellows taken in?" asked the•Jeader
of the sharpers, after tbe~- had calmecl down a little.
Tlle.v showed th-at they hacl done a business aggregating
four thousand rlollars, and that nearly half that amount llad
been collected.
"vVell," said Gilt Eclge Gil. "now to fix it so they can't
get the money back, ,in case they find out our game. Just
give it all to me."
They handed it over, though they were rather reluctant to
do it.
"I am going to stow this in a ecret pocket I have in my
saddle," went Olli the boss of the sharpers. "Then I will go
over to the post-office and send a registered letter to our partner in Lincoln. You must also send a registered letter to the
man whose name is printed on the lottery tickets, Spigott.
Then we will make them all beJieYe that we have sent the
money off."
The four men nodded a.ud looked at their leader admiringly,
Though they were all pretty shrewd fellows, he was far
ahead of them in fixing up schemes.
Half an boui· later they had ·done just as he suggested and
then they waited till night before trying to . do any more business.
The other four found accommodations at the Gazoo, and
as they all paid their board in advance, Brown was well sat·
isfied with them.
He took them for tenderfoots at first, but when - be was
talked into taking a couple of lottery tickets be made up
his mind that they were pretty smart sort of fellow s.
"I always believe In games of chance," he said. "I had a
brother 6'nce who won ther capital prize in the Havana lottery. I used to try it, but when I settled here I n ever could
find out how to git bold of ther tickets."
Brown was unconsciously helping along the sharpers.
CHAPTJJ]R V.
':riusco LARRY AND HIS TWO TRAL'\"E'D ANIMALS.
· Young Wild West did not insist on making the fellow called
Spigott g-iYe back the money be. had given him for the tickets.
He concluded that he would take his chances of getting it
back later on.
So when he told the two to light out the crowd cheered llim
.
ancl were apparently satisfied.
Then our hero told them an that they had better let the
lottery tickets alone.
But there were some who firmly believed that they would
win prizes, so be said no more just then.
That night. however, he concluded to take a walk around
town and find out what the sharpers were doing.
So after supper he went out, accompanied by Jim Dart.
· The:\\ were to meet Cyclone, Charlie and Jack Robedee at
the Gazoo Hotel, and then they were to visit all the places
in town and learn what they could about the shal'pers.
When they got to· the Gazoo they found their pai'tnel's
waiting for them.
"Hello, Vi'illl!'' called out Bro"wn, as our hero came in.
"Hello. Brown!" was the reply. "How is business?''
"Good! I've been doing so well lately that I have eo neluded to invest ome of the money I ha,e made and try
to doubie it in short order."
· ""What do you call short order, Brown?"
"Oh. two or three weeks, or maybe a month. "
"I don'.t know how you are going to double your money
in that time, unless you buy some fellow's mine and strike
it rich."
"There are more ways than one of making money, you
know," and Brown winked and looked wise.
"Oh, I ag-ree with you on that. But there are lots of ways
to lose it. too-more ways than ther e are to double· it."
"Well. you want to . lmow what you are doing, of ronrse.
Say! come in the back room and I'll pnt you onto something ..,
"All rig-ht."
.T his was just what Wild wanted.
He knew that the hotelkeel)cr wou ld tell him all he kn w
about the sclleme the sbarpel'~ were trying to worl, in the
town.
Ile sat clown at a table with him and then Brown proreeclctl
to tell all be lj:uew about the :N'ebraska Beef Com pany.
"It is goin' to be one of ther _bigg-est pa~·in' tl!ing-F< that was
e,er start eel," he declared.
"It might he. Bnt are r on sure it is all right?"
"Positi,e of it, my boy, pos1tive!"
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Then Brown related how it was impossible for Gilt Edge
Gil to be a fraud, since the money for the stock could be
sent direct to the company's office in Lincoln.
"Is that the way you paid yours?" Wild asked.
"I llav~n·t paid in yt!t, but I guess I will give it direct to
Gilt Edge Gil. I am satisfied that he is all right, and that it
is just as he r epresents it."
"All right. But if you take my advice you will look up
th e standing of the Nebraska Beef Company before you pay
any money 'for stock In it. It won't take long for you to
find out all about it, you know."
"Xonsense, Wild. You are a little sore on the fellow because he said something to Miss Arletta that he shouldn't
have said. You thrashed him well for it, and then you made
him apologize in public to her. That should satisfy you. I
know he is very sorry for what he done, and that he would
give a great deal if you were on friendly terms with him."
Our hero smiled.
"I believe that." he said.
Finding that he could make no impression on the hotelkeeper, he went outside in the otller room.
Besides his partners, there wer!) about a dozen well-to:-do
miners there with who)Il he was well acquainted.
By questioning them he learned that several had bought
lottery tickets and also stock in the Nebraska Beef Company.
Wild advised the others to wait a while, and some of them
agreed that it was good advice.
While they were talking three strangers entered the hotel.
The fact of their being strangers was nothing; but they
were such as to attract attention, no matter where tl;ley went.
Ou, of them was a big, fat man, who was attired in a suit
that ,-..-a-s entirely too small for him; one was an Irishman,
wllo looked as though he had made one mighty leap from
the bogs of the old country and lauded in Weston, and the
othet· w>1s a tJ·pical German emigrant.
The Iri. hman and the German were of about the same size
and weight, but the fat man, who would easily have tipped
tlle bC'am at three hundred, had all the appearance of being a
thorough ,vesteruer.
The fat man came in ahead of the other two, and be scarcely
reached the center of the room than, with a fog-horn voice,
h e bawled out:
"Gentlemen. I'm 'Frisco Larry. ther showman! I'm in ha.rel
luck, ::in' all I've got left of my show is ther two trained
animals you see here. I want to git back to 'Frisco, an' I'm
tra,·elin' that way an' pickin' up what I kin. Have you any
objections to me gi,in' a little ·show in here, an' then takin'
up a collectiou"?"
"Xot in ther least. Go aheacl," answered Brown, who was
.
always r eafly for anything of that kind.
"All right. gentlemen. First I will introduce my two trained
animnls. This one is Pat," pointing to the Irishman, "and
this is Hans, ,. slapping his hand on the boulders of the German.
EYerybocly smiled because lie called the two his trained animal,;, if for no other reason.
'!'he two ridiculously dressecl men bowed to ea.ch other and
then to the C'rowd in the room.
'L'his can ed a roar of meniment.
But Young 'iYild '1i'est coulcl then see that they were only
a;:;snming the characters of a pair of greenhorns, and that
I hey were pretty good actors.
·'Ther fir:st thing ther• animals will do is to sing a duet,"
said the fat· rnan. taking off his hat and wiping the perspiration from his brow with a big bandana handkerchief. "The
duet is entitled 'Der Wacht am Killarney,' and bas been
sung with great success before all the crowned heads of
Europe and Jersey City. Gentlemen, the animals wm now begin to growl."
'l'he Irishman and German at Pnce started in singing at the
teps of their Yoices .
The Irishman sang "Killarney," both words and tune, in a
high tenor voice, and the German let himself out on "Der
·wacht am Rhine" in a heavy bass voice.
Xeither of them interrupted the other, and they carried the
duet through to the end.
It certainly was the most r emarkable singing the men of
Weston bad ever heard, and when th e duet was finished they
clapped their hands and applauded loudly.
"The next performance my trained animals will go through
is to swallow some tanglefoot. providing there is some one
here ''" ho will kindly furnish the goods," remarked the showurnu.
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Half a dozen offered to set up the drinks for the three, and
they soon got what they wanted.
"You see. they kin drink whisky about ther same as ordinary men," resumed 'Frisco Larry. "They learned that1
trick before I discovered them sticking fast to a bunch of
cactus down in Arizony. I wish you could have seen them .
then, gentlemen! They was great! Pat hadn't seen a barber
In six or seven years, and Hans had a fit and like to died
when I showed him a cake of soap. The next performancej
will be a boxing match. The animals will fight two fast
rounds and then each will have a fit on ·the floor. Make room
for the trained animals, please!"
The necessary room was given them at once.
The fat man quiekly opened a grip and proclu.ced a wellworn set of boxing gloYes.
Pat and Hans put them on in a hurry, and then they faced
,
each _other.
'Ft,sco Larry took out bis watch, that was almost the size
of an alarm clock and bad a bell attached to it.
"Time!" be called out.
The two greenhorns stepped up and shook hands.
The bell sounded and then they went at it in a way that
delighted the miners and hangers-on about the hotel.
Young Wild West and bis partners enjoyed it as much as
any burlesque they had ever seen.
It was a decided change from what they were used to
seeing around that part of the country, and they laughed
·
along with· the rest.
The two men boxed in a scientific way. and kept the pace,
so hot that at the end of the first round it was bard to tell i
which b d the advantage.
The second round was livelier still, and when the bell
sounded for the end of the contest there were those there,
who were ready to declare that the Irishman had a shade the!
best of it.
But they did not have any time to argue the point just
then, for down on the floor the "two trained animals" went,
each apparently indulging in a genuine fit.
They kicked, rolled, yelled, and finally began frothing at the
mouth to such an alarming extent that some suggested that
the doctor bad better be sent for.
For fiye minutes this .was kept up, and then when 'Frisco
Larry tinkled the bell both men sprang to their feet and spat
out pieces of soap.
"Give 'em each a glass of water, please," remarked the
showman. "Soapsuds ain't so very pleasant to taste, rou
kno"'r·"
'l'be water was promptly 11assed over to Pat and Hans, and
they went outside and rinsed their months out.
Then 'l!'risro Larry took up a collection, promising that there
would be some more performing right away.
Miners and cowboys are liberal fellows, as a rule.
It happened that every one in the place had plenty of
money, so the showman reaped quite a han·est.
"The trained animals will now give an acrobatic performance," he said. "They will walk across the floor on their
hands and then turn a few flip-flaps."
The Irh;hll1an and German did this to perfection. and when
they finally brought up on their feet in the center of the room
they rendered a darky song and dance In fine style.
At the wind-up of this who sho uld enter the place but Gilt
Edge Gil, the sharper.
And as too German character whirled around he accidentally came down hard on the sharper's foot.
"You clumsy lunatic!" cried Gilt Edge Gil, and then he
struck him a blow with the flat of his hand that sent him
reeling across the, floor. "I'll teach you to be more careful!"
"Easy there, partner!" exclaimed the fat showman, grabbing the villain by the shoulder. "You bit one of my trained
animals, do you know that?"
The boss of the sharpers must haYe been in a decidedlv
bacl humor. for he wrenched himself loose from the grasp o·f
'Frisco Larry and drew a shooter from his belt.
But the showman produced one just as quickly, and then
they stood there glaring at each other like a couple of ,Yi!d
beasts.
"What are you goin' to clo about it?" asked 'Frisco Larry,
after a pause.
"If you don't put that revolver back in your belt I am going to drop you!" was the calm retort.
"Gentlemen. you will both put a.way your shooters, please!''
It wa s Young Wild West who said !his.
Ile ,ipoke in a ringing but 11ersuasive tone that made a deep
·
iIDlll\"Ssion on bolh men.
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"Put up :rour shooters!" be exclaimed, repeating the command.
'Frisco Larry wa the first to obey, but Gilt Edge Gil follo"·ed suit. though rather reluctantly.
"That' the way to do it, gentlemeu. Be nice, now. There
is no need of quarreling over such a small matter .. ,
· There was au ugly scowl on the face of the sharper as be
re(·ognized Young ·wild West, but the showman smiled faintly
when be saw him.
"I reckon you're right, my boy," the latter remarked.
"You'Ye got a good head on yer."
Gilt Edge Gild muttered something no one could understand
and made hi· w·ay iuto the back room.
"I don't k11ow who you are, young feller," resumed the
showman, "but I'd like to shake hands with yer."
"You can c1o that." answered Wild, putting out his hand,
for he saw the man was in earnest.
"(Jood! Now, what mig-ht I call yer?"
"Yonug YVild ,vest is my name."
"Ah! I thought as much. I've beard a lot about you, an
it st ruck me right away when you interfered that you was
Young ,Yild i\'est. °"·e11, you're a dandy, an' no mistake!"
"Ob! I don't know about that. I simply thought that there
" ·as no use in giving the undertaker a job. It was all the
other fellow's fault, I kno"·, but still there was no use iu
seeing him shot. Perhaps if he stays ai:ound here long enough
he will learn the ways of
es ton."
"It strik es me that it is a peculiar sort ·of a place, since a
mprc boy is allowed to run things here,•· came from the hack
room.
'"l bat's all right. my friend." answered Wild, with a laugh.
"Don't you undertake to run things, though. "

,v

CHAPTER VI.
THE SOAP GAME.

Edge Gil. "Don't say a word that could possibly leak out.
boys. I am going to think this over."
"All right, Gil, me an' Ike will take a ride on ther mo ;. .. _
tainsicle to-morrer mornln'. an' we'll try an' find a good hidiu·Dlac-e to keep tber gal till she becomes your bride."
"Good! Tbat won't do a bit of harm. But, at the same
time, I think it would be better to take her away to some
other place, though. If we stayed around here too close to
,Teston we would be found pretty quick, perhaps."
"Tba t's so, too."
"Perl.Japs we had better leave it be till we get ready to
leave Y'i'Psto11. Then we might arrange it to kidnap the ~irl
aud take her a long with us."
""When do you think we bad better lea Ye, Gil?." asked one
of the other sharpers. .
"Iu a couple of days, I think."
"So soon!"
"'\\Tell. it will begin to get pretty warm by that time. Besides, we will have a pretty good boodle in om· pockets. Y'i'e
ran't do as well here as I thought we would. Young ,Tild
" 'est won't let us. He bas a great control over the majority
of the men. and he ba s been advising the.m all to let our
schemes alone."
"An' ~·et he bought two tickets of me," spok e up Spigott.
"He clone that f ur a purpose, I guess," said Ike Lacy.
"Of course he di.cl." nodded their leader. "A hundred dollars is nothing to him. from what I hear. I tell you '\{·bat I
would like to do. boys. I would li.lrn to kidnap that girl at
the post-office a.nd then carry her away somewbere and have
Young ' Y'i7ild Y'i7 est to follow us. Then we co uld lay in ambush and put a couple of bullets in him. I would feel satisfied then."
"'Vouldn't I, though!" exclaimed Sp!gott.
".A.u' wouldn't I!" declared Ike Lacy.
"Well, we will see what we can do about it. I know it
will be a risky thing to undertake, but, confound it! that
girl has made a deep impression upon me, anq-well, she is
worth the risk."
'L'he n ext morning a peddler drove into town, and one of
the first to meet him was Gilt Edge Gil.
,vhen but a few words had passed between them the
sharper kn ew he had struck a man who would do anything
for money.
The peddler bad a covered wagon that was as strong and
as durable as a house. almost.
He bad two mules hitc hed to the wagon. which was about
half loaded ""ith dry goods and articles that are in demand
among the ,vornen of a mining town.
He intimated that he would sell his rig cheap after he disposed of hi,; good!':l at a good price.
'l' hE' peddler called himself Solomon Smith. and w hen G ilt
Edge · Gil bacl questioned him suffic-ientl~· to bec·ome conYiI1<'Pd
that be wa a. rogue of the first ·water. he put one of his
gang to work some lottery ticket on him. '
Ike Lacy was the one who undertook to do this. but be no
sooner opened bis gnme when the peddler pulled clown hi
eyelid and asked him if he sa,Y anything green tberE'.
"You l'an't work me," he said. "It's my business to work
other people, not to be workeci mysC'lf. You're a sharper,
an' you know you are. I · s'pose you've got about n 11 tlier
loose coin that's floatin' around this section by this time, too,
an I'll git left."
"_Ob, no!" was the rep!~·. "There is no danger of an:, ~ne
picking up a great deal of loose coi11 around this town. There's
a. young feller here who don't allow it.·•
"A young feller, hey?"
"Yes. his name is Young ,,·ud \Yest."
"An' be stops your game, does hE'?"

Gilt Edge Gil was very well satisfied with the business he
had clone that day.
Tbe only thing that bothered him was the interfe'rence of
Yo\lllg Wild West.
The incident in the barroom of the Gazoo Hotel did _not
tPnd to make him feel any better toward the young prince
of the sadc1le, an 1 when he remarked from the bad, room that
it was a peculiar sort of a place because a mere boy ran
things there, he could not help it.
•
He was bitter toward Young Wild n:-est. and when he heard
the renly the boy .made he concluded to kee·p still, though
be felt 1me sending a bullet through his heart.
The next morning the sharpers continued their business of
makin;: friends with the miners and business men of the town
and dis11osin;!; of the stock and sh:ues in the fi ctitious comvauy and the disposing of the lottery ticket. .
Wild's advice was being unbeecled by a large number of
the people.
Gilt .lilc1gc Gil had occasion to go to the post-office a little
hPfore Hig-ht, and while he was waiting for the mail to be
distributed be sat on a box and aclmired tl1e pretty young girl
who haJ1dled the letters and papers so deftly.
"Jove!'' he muttered. "She is the finest-looking girl I
have seen in the whole West. It is too bad that she is the
s,Yeethcart of that Young Wild ·west. If it were not for
that I rnig'l1t stand a show of making an impres ion on her.
1 am what has always been called a handsome man. Up
in Dennr I could attract the attention of most all the girls."
The villa.i11 got what mail was coming to him and then left
the post-office.
That eYening he took occasion to remark a.bout the beauty
of Arietta Murdock in the presence of his four colleagues.
"Ain't fell in love with her, have yer. Gil?" asked Bob . "Yes."
Spigott.
"What i~ be that be kiu do so much as that?"
"You might rn ll it something like tlrnt. •· was the reply.
"I guess h P. is a kind of mayor. or sometbin' like that."
"\\'ell, why don't yer marry her, thrn?"
"He b;. hey'/ Y'i7ell. he better not try to stop me io any
'IIow am I to do that?''
little swiudlin' game I start up.•·
·, It could be (lone, I reckon."
"He will •if be catches ~-o u. ·•
'· Tell me bow and I will try it."
"I'll bet he won't."
"P.'pose she was caught au' carried away to some hi.din'·
"\Vha t'll you bet?·•
olace on tiler mountain-what then?"
"Lemn:ie- see. You say there i!':l a youngster named Young
· "I 1,uppo;;e tb!l t could be done. if we tried hard."
y,;·ild Y'i7 est what will stop me in a.ny little swindlin' game that
"Of ronrse, it could be done!'' spoke up Ike Lacy, the other I start here, if he sees me?"
fellow " ·h0 had been suspended in the air aud forced to ·fight
"'rhat';; wbnt I said." nodded La cy.
by Young- Wild ·we~t. "An' wouldn't that be. gittiu· square
".-\n' yon want to bet me tllat he will?"
"··Yes.H
witl.J that medrllesome hoy'. I reckon it would be about as
md as kill in' him to make his girl rnarry some one else!"
"Well, I'll make you a better bet tban tbat."
"Bv .Jove! I guess you fellows are rigbt!" exclaimed Gilt
"'Vhat is it?"
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The fat showman n1ad<> his artistf- do about· tlle same tricks
"How much worth of lottery tickets hn ,e you got about

he had put thC'm through at the hotel, and the audience was
well pleased.
\Vheu they had woulll1 up by eacll ha,ing a fit 'Frisco Larry
"l"es. ·,
passed his hat around and collected close in the neighhorhoorl
"A bout three thousand dollars· worth."
""\\"ell. that's jest what 1 yalue my mules an' wagon at. of a hundrecl dollars.
This was not exactly to the liking of Rolomon Smith, but
I'll tell you what I'll· do: I'll sbll't in sellin' soap with twode:llar bills wrapped in "·ith ther wrappers, an' I'll bet you lle said nothing against it just then.
He now opened the back of his wagon and disclosed a lJig
that this Young Wild "\Vest will buy of me, an' that he won't
stop me from keepin' tber ga.me a-goin' when he finds that pile of soap that was in cakes.
Next he produced a lot of wrappers and placed them in a
he's been swindled."
"I'll take ther bet! Come on in the Gazoo an' we'll have a pile near the ·soap.
"Ladies and gentlemen," be began, "I am now going to
witness to it."
The peddler acted as though he had struck one of the offer for sale a quantity of the best soap made. No such
soap as I have here can be bought for less than sixty cents a
easiest thi11gs of his life.
He llad been very successful in all the towns he had been cake anywhere. It is an imported soap and is not only for
worl,ing in, and in no case had anybody tried to interfere common washing purposes, but for the toilet as we ll. I am
going to sell this soap at fifty cents a. cake, nu· in order to
with him.
'J'hen, ag:iin, he was a pretty nervy sort of a fellow, and adv ertise it I'm going to wrap an Of'casional two-dolla r bill
in case he should be interfered with he would put up a fight in with a cairn. N"ow, here are twenty-fi\·e t11-o-dollar bills.
·
and get the drop on the fellow who started it, if he could. .Tust watch me!"
'l'hen be began wrapping the cakes right before the ejes
Solomon Smith. as he called himself, followed Ike Lacy
of tlle crowd, and there were plenty there " ·ho were ready to
into the back room that was off the bar of the hotel.
<m t Edg-e Gil and Bob Spigott were the only ones there. swear that he placed the bills inside of every fiftll wrapper Ile
The leac1er of the sharpers nodd ed plea.-antly to the peddler handled.
When he had ten wrapped, he held them up and cried out:
and waited to see what was in the wind.
"Now, who takes the first one, ladies and gentlemen? ReLncy soon explained things.
only get a cake of the best soap ever made
'".rhat's jest it!" declared the peddler, as he listened to member, you notbut
you are liable to win a two-dollar bill.
the way the sharper put it. "I'll make that bet, an' if I lose for fifty cents.the
one!" and he handed a big miner one
I won't go back on my bargain. You kin take ther blamed .Ah! You are "I'llfirst
bet a quarter to a dollar that you'Ye got
of 1.he cakes.
olcl rig an· I'll git out of town by rail."
bills!"
"All right.·• said Gilt .Edge Gil; "I understand the bet, I one of the two-dollar
removed the wrapper and there, sure
quickly
miner
The
Young
deceive
and
game
soap
the
rl,
wo
to
are
You
gness.
was a two-dollar bill!
\Vild ,rest. Then you win the lottery tic!kets Lacy has. If enough, started
the business going.
That
you c16n't get the best of Young Wild West, though, you lose
minutes he had sold about a hundred cakes
ten
next
the
In
wagon."
and
mules
of
eam
t
your
takes
Laey
and
,lJet.
the
had found a two-dollar bill wrapped
buyers
more
three
and
ctly!"
kerzn
it,
"Thnt·s
purchases.
their
in
game?"
your
up
open
to
e
propo.
you
do
Wben
"All right.
Cheyenne Charlie was one o-f the buyers. and when he
":'>at till after supper to-night. I'm goin' to sell some of
at the soap and found that it was the most common
looked
be
I'll
to-night
then
an'
to-day.
notions
an'
my dry goods
under the name be was disgusted.
sold
stuff
goin'
I'm
bills.
two-clollar
an'
soap
my
rea dy t o git rid of
"It's a swindle, that's what it iS!" he declared to Wild ancl
to ll!t three or four bills go with ther soap, jest to git 'em insell ther soap for ten cents a cake an'
terested. I ne,er ha,e any cappers with me in ther game. the rest. "He could I'll
bet!"
money,
of
lots
make
I find it pays better to go it alone."
"Well. it is your own fault," answered out hero; "you
\' I guess you know your business," admitted the leader of
be _c an't put a two-dollar bill in every one and
th P gang of sharper·, "but you will find that you have struck might know
then sell them for fifty cents."
a snag wlwn you run against Young Wild West."
A soon as the crowd awo ke to the fact that the prizes
'· Ile must be a wonc1er from Wondertown, then. ·why, I've
and far lJetween, and that the soap was but
fouler] the mayors of towns, after they've give me orders to were getting few they
refrained from buying any more.
light out. bag au· baggage. I'm ther slickest thing li,in' !l. common stuff,
Then the peddler bcgau to get in his sleight-of-band work.
th at eYer workecl ther i'loap game!"
"See here!'' he called out. "I want you all to watch me
"\\"C'll. ppr)1:tps yo,n are; I hope so, anyway."
to put this bill right in this one.
"Don't hop() so.•· 1,poke up Lacy. "I don't want to lose all closel:\7, now. I'm goin' that
hands over fifty eents gits it.
and then tber first one
my lr-ttery tickets."
Here you go!"
"That is so." and Gilt Er1ge Gil smiled. as_ much iis to say
To all appearances be did wrap the bill nex t to the soap,
th:1 t he guessed there would be no clanger of him losing the and a buyer w as found at once.
lotterr tickets.
But he was a disappointed one, for there was no lJill there
f:olomon Rmith set out to clispo e of the dress goods and when be opened it.
well.
pretty
succeeded
nnd
carried
he
rihhons
"I must have made a mistake on that one, " said Solomo11
IJe made n big profit on the goods and was well satisfied. Smith, as he heard the buyer cry out in disgust. ":\'qw, trr
he
that
out
it
gave
he
went
be
places
In all the public
your luck again. l\Iy two-dollar bills are all gone, so I'll
was going to sell soap in the little square in front of the put a five in this time. There! you seen me put it insid!;! the
a
in
put
to
proposed
he
that
and
e,ening.
that
Gazoo Hotel
wrapper. l'i'ow, who wants it?"
· few two-dollar bills as prizes.
.Jack Robedee, who was standing quite close to tlie wagon,
center
the
into
out
pulled
wagon
bis
had
he
After supper
was positive that be had really wrapped the bill around the
a
lighted
he
dark
grow
to
began
it
when
of the square. and
soap, and he very qulckly bought it.
big kerosene torch and opened up his game.
Bnt be soon found that he bad been badly fooled.
there.
collected
crowd
big
a
As might be supposed,
But this did not deter the rest of the crowd from buying
who
those
as
rious
cu
a.
just
were
The people of ,veston
in the least.
Ji Yerl in other towns.
After a while Young Wild West decided that the thing was
Gilt Edge Gil and the four sharpers who were working with going too far.
him w ere on ban1, and they looked pleased when they saw
"Ladies and gentlemen!" be exclaimed, stepping out where
Young \Vild ,rest and bis sweetheart come up and join the all could see him. "It seems that we are flooded by a lot of
spectators.
sharpers here in Weston just now. ~f you take my advice
'iVild's partners were there, too, their ladies being with you won't buy any more soap. It is a rank swindling game,
th em.
and it is a shame for you to throw away your money this
In fact, all the women who could get there were out ·to way."
see "·bat was going on.
Just before the peddler was going to begin 'Frisco Larry
CHAPTER Yll.
stepped up to him and asked him if he objected to a little
performance from his trained animals.
ARIETTA IS KIDNAPEO.
This just sulted the peddler, and he told him to go ahead.
As Yonng Wild West gave his bit of advice to the crowd
HP knew that the crowd would not grow any less if a per':.
Solomon Smith looked at him with an ugly frown.
formance was given, no matter bow poor it was.

you?··
"You mean the price they arc worth if sold?"
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The peddler scrnmbled to his feet, spitting out two or three
"Hey, there!" he called out. "Ain't this a free country,
teeth as he did so.
• young feller?"
His eyes were blazing with fury as be gathered all his
"I guess it is," retorted Wild, walking up to the wagon.
strength and made a rush for the boy.
"I have always had tiiat opinion."
Then the end of the fight came very suddenly.
"Then what right have you got to interfere with my busi• ness?"
·
Wild caught him behind the ear with a right swing and the
down and out.
"The right of doing good to my friends and acquaintances." peddler was knew
that he would do no more fighting for a
Our hero
"Huh! You take a good deal on yourself, it seems to me."
to pick up the cake of soap that
"Perhaps I do. But, my friend, I want you to understand while, auyway, so he stooped
that .I am opposer!. to all swindling games, and tberefore I have had ca used it all. he dropped his bead to reach · for the soap
The very instant
advised the people here not to buy any more of your soap
with the expectation ot getting money wrapped up with it. a pistol shot rang out.
Wild heard the whiz of the bullet and he knew it had
If you offer your soap for sale at fifty cents a cake and don't
meant for him.
been
bills
five-dollar
wrap
you
bE!.lieve
making
by
people
deceive
His revolver was in his hand in an instant and his quick
with it, I am sure I have no objection to their buying it, if
who was sneaking away from the
they are fools enough. But I know it is not the soap they eye lighted on a man
crowd.
after.''
are
they
biU
the
is
it
for;
give the fifty cents
Up went his band, and then-"You seem to know all about it, young man. Now -wili
Crack!
'
you just watch me for a minute?"
The scoundrel tell.
"Go ahead: I am watching you."
"Ladies and gentlemen!" exclaimed the boy, turning to the
Solomon Smith picked up a cake of the soap and then took
crowd, for he knew that his three partners were keeping a
one of the square papers he was using to wrap it in.
rest of the sharpers, "that fellow tried to
He laid the wrapper on the palm of his band and placed sharp watchIfonI the
hadn't lowered my head just as I did the
shoot me.
the soap upon it.
bullet would have fetched me. I dropped ,him in accordance
"You see that?" he asked.
with the unwritten laws of the Wild West. Has any one
nodded.
Wild
got any objection to make?"
twentya
pulled
he
and
this,"
see
"All right. Now, you
There was a deathly sUence of a couple of seconds, and
dollar bill from bis pocket and held it within a foot of our then a wild cheer went up from the crowd.
hero's face.
'l'here were but few who would not decide with Young
"Yes, I see that."
Wild West in . that gathering.
sell
then
and
soap
ther
"Well. I am going to wrap it around
For the next few minutes there was plenty of excitement
it to you for fifty cents!"
in the place.
'.'.No, you . are not!"
The sharpers took occasion to get back to the hotel in
Oh, yes, I will. Just watch me now."
order.
short
appearances,
· He lifted the paper quickly and then, to all
Wild had got something like order he commanded
When
soap.
wrapped both paper and bill about the cake of
Smith to get up.
Solomon
"There you are!" he declared, tendering it to Wild.
had recovered from the blow he had received,
peddler
The
to
The boy quickly knocked it from bis hand and it fell
but he was still dazed considerably.
the ground, where he placed his foot upon it.
"Are you ready to take back what you said?" a ked Wild.
· "rn bet you a hundred dollars that there is no money
"Yep!" was the quick · reply. "You ain't no thief, an' I
wrapped around that caJre .of soap!" he exclaimed.
knowed you didn't mean to steal the soap when you knocked
The brow of the peddler turned dark with rage.
it out of my hand. Ther twenty-dollar bill wasn'.t in it, so
is
to
up
you're
what
is
that
"So
cried.
be
"You thief!"
let it go, won't you?"
it? You want to steal my soap and twenty-dollar bill, too!
"Certainly. But look here! One of your friends fired at
1
I'll--"
you!
of
example
an
I'll just make
me to put an end to me, after I knocked you down the last
Young
flash,
a
as
quick
as
for,
got.
':f:hat was as far as he
time. The bullet went through the pile of soap in your
Wild West caught hold of him *1th bo'th hands and threw wagon; you can see the bole it made, if you look."
.
back!
his
him on the ground flat upon
"I see it," answered the peddler_. "What did you do then?"
"You called me a thief!" he cried. "Now, then, I want you
"I dropped the man who fired the shot."
here
right
you
thrash
to take that back! If you don't I will
"Oh!"
in public!"
"Yes. That is the way I do business. When a man tries
If ever there was a man astonished it was Solomon Smith. to take my life in a sneaky way like thnt, and 1: catch him in
Raw-boned and muscular as be was, he prided himself on the act, I always make it a point to fix him. Do you underbeing able to handle the biggest kind · of men when it came stand me?-"
,
to wrestling or a rough-and-tumbl e fight.
"I reckon I do, Young Wild West."
But here was a boy who had picked him up and thrown
"Ah! You know who I am, I see?"
him to the ground with the greatest of ease.
"Yes, I knowed you from the start."
And now he threatened to thrash him!
"I am glad of that."
a
made
he
as
peddler,
the
stammered
t'."
"Wba-wha-wha
"Why?"
feet.
his
upon
get
to
move
"Well, you will feel better satisfied over your thrashing.
''. It 'is not necessary for me to say it over again," answered There are lots of men who would give a great deal to have me
v\'1ld. "You beard what I said well enough."
handle them like I did you."
"You .are going to thrash me unless I take back what I
"If there are any like that they must be blamed fools."
said you was-that's it, ain't it?"
"There are lots of fools in this country."
I guess it is."
"Yep! an' I am one of 'em. Good-night, Young Wild West.
"Y ou-are--goin'-t o-thrash-me?"
I reckon I'll go to bed. I don't feel first-rate."
The man spoke the words as though be could hardly get
"Good-night. I hope this will be a warning to the sharpers
them out from sheer surprise.
to get out of town before they leave it till too late."
"Yes, I am going to thrash you."
Solomon Smith called for volunteers to help him get his
"'l'ry it, youngster. I ain't goin' to take nothin' back! wagon in the yard behind the hotel, and there were plenty to
You're a--"
respond.
.
Once n;iore he was interrupted.
They hustled the wagon there in a jiffy, and the .: , ll0n he
Wild's right fist caught him squarely in the mouth and sent bad locked it up the peddler went into the house.
fairly
his head back with such a sudden jar that his neck
As he ,vas heading straight tor bis room he was met by Gilt
.
snam1ec1.
Edge Gil and Ike Lacy.
him
let
Then. before he could recover himself, our hero
"I guess I won ther bet, didn"t I"!" asked the latter, grinhave his left in the same place.
ning as though he was much delighted at the way things had
Do,Yn went Solomon Smith as though he had been hit with turned out.
a piledriver.
"I reckon you did," was the reply. "Ther wago:n. an' mules
"Come! Get up, and hurry about it!" cried Young Wild is yourn; take 'em! I'm goin' to give tber rest of my soap
,Yest. "I told you I was going to thrash you, and I want to .away . .I made a big mistake in goin' up agin Young ,vild
do it and he done with it. I don't want to hit you while you \\'est. 'l'bat boy is a reg'lar hurricane. l\Iy! but rd like
to zet a good chance at him!"
arP. down."
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"So would we all!" spoke up Gilt Edge Gil. "Bob Spigott
took ther risk of sendin' a bullet at him to-night, and you see
how It tun;ied out. Bob ls dead!"
"It's a shame, too, fur Spigott was a good f11low," declared Ike Lacy. "I'm awful sorry I bad ther fight with him
ther other day."
The two sharpers followed the peddler to his room.
Then they produced a bottle of whisky and soon had him
in a good humor.
In less than half an bom they had decided upon doing a
,ery risky and daring thing ..,
They were going to kidnap Arietta Murdock when she clrine
to the post-office in the morning and take her away in the
peddl er·s wagon.
Tll,, t is. one man was going to drive away with her.
The rest would leave on the train for Spondulicks, the next
station · on the line.
When the full details of the scheme had been decided upon
Gilt Edge Gil and Ike Lacy went to the rooms they occupied
in the hotel.
They thought it would be a good idea to keep inside for
the night. since they bad an idea that the miners were turning against them.
The next morning the four sharpers and the rascally peddler were up at daylight.
They held a short consultation and then Solomon Smith
and Lacy went outside and bitched the team of mules to the
wagon.
Gilt Edge Gil had been in town just loq.g enough to know
that every other morning Arietta Murdock came to the postoffice with her grandfather at a little after five.
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays the mail left on the
six o'clock train, so it could connect with the mail train on
the main !ine at Spondulicks.
A very neat scheme had been arranged by Gilt Edge Gil
and Solomon Smith, both of whom were pretty shrewd scoundrels.
A little after five the peddler drove the wagon up to the
post-office and backed it up close to the stoop.
Just tben Arietta and her grandfather came along. ·
The girl was dressed in her best, as she had arranged to
accompany her grandmother and Eloise Gardner to Spondu•
licks to do some shopping. -..
They were to go on to tbe depot and she was to meet them
there after she put up the mall.
'.l'his arrangement could not have been better for the scheming sharpers.
Old man 11Iurdock unlocked the office door, after looking
Rbarply at the mule wagon and the peddler, who now stood
on the stoop.
"I want to leave this soap here for Young Wild West,"
saicl Smith, putting on an air of reptntance. "He learned me
a lesson last nigbt that I won't never forgit. I want to give
this soap away to sorter square myself. There ain't so very
much of it, so jest help me git it in ther store, won't yer?
I ·m goin' to git out of ther town as soon as possible, 'cause
rm ashamed of myself."
".Test wait till we git tber mail ready to go out. an' then
I'll help you,., ans-wered the old postmaster. "Come, A11etta, It won't take very long this mornin'."
The girl Jumped rlght in at work, and as the mail was a
pretty light one, she soon had It in the bag and ready to go
on tbe train.
::-rurdock always' carried the bag to the train himself, hut
when Rolomon Smith offered to p:ive both the pretty postmistress and the mail a ride there, he felt pleased.
",'\.11 right," nodded the postmaster. "My rheumatism is
botherin' me this mornin'; so, Arietta, you kin take it over
in ther wagon: Now, how about ther soap?"
There were probably a hundred cakes left, and, wiping
away a tear, the peddler hastened to get It out and into the
,
store.
Old man Murdock helped him and it was soon done.
"Now," said Smith, turning to Arietta, "if you know bow
to drive you kin git up there on ther seat an' ride to tber
station. I don't know as I'm a flt subJect to sit alongside a
puttr gal all dressed up like you be. I'm ashamed of what
happened last night, anyhow."
"Oh! I am not afraid of sitting alongside you," replied
Arietta. who hacl a r evolver verly handy, and knew how to
use it. if it became necessary. "It has been some time since
I rode behind a team of mules. and I rather think I wlll
enjoy it. Anyhow. it is only half a mile to th€' depot. so it
wou·t he m11cb of a ride, after all."

11

"That's so, miss, unless ther blamed mules happen to take
a notion to balk. If they do I'll git out an' carry ther mail
fur you."
"Thank you!" replied Arietta, who really thought the man
meant all he said.
The fact of bis giving the soap to her young lover to distribute it as he saw fit was enough to make her think tlli ~
way.
Solomon locked up the back of his wagon and tossed th,•
mailbags in the front.
Then he assi~ted the pretty golden-haired girl to the seat
and got up himself.
"Git up, John! Git along there, you Bill!" and away went
•
the rig, beaded for the depot.
1
Arietta rather enjoyed the ride for about half the distanc:e.
But then something happened that made things just the
reverse.
Without the least warning a band was thrust tightly over
her mouth and she was pulled bac:k into the wagon.
"Ha, ha, ha!" chuckled Solomon Smith. "Git ther gag
in her mouth, boys! Don't forgit to tie her good an' strong,
too. That was ther easiest game I ever worked, blamed if it
wasn't!"

Two of the sharpers had been lying in concealment in the
wagon all the time, and they had neatly captured Arietta.
Not a sound came from her as the villains bound and
gagged her, and when it was done she was allowed to recline
on some blankets, while the two men c:limbed forward on the
seat with the driver.
"What are you goin' to do now?" asked one of them.
"Take tiler mail to tber train, as I agreed to," was the reply from Solomon. "You two fellers had better git out at
ther turn here; 'tain't no use of you goln' any further. Tel1 1
Gilt Edge Gil to come over to Spondulicks on ther train tlrn t
leaves at nine o'clock. I'll meet him there, an' I'll guarantee
the gal will be with me."
"All right!" exclaimed the two sharpers, and as no one
was around to see them, they got out of the wagon and
walked back in the direction of the post-office.
Solomon Smith drove up to the man who was waiting for
the mail as though nothing bad happened.
"Here's tber mall/ said be. "Ther old man at ther postoffice ain't feelin' very well this mornin', an' I brought it
over fur him."
"Thanks!"
"Then the petldler turned his mules for the trail that I0rl
to Spondulicks.
CHAPTER VIII.
WILD SAVES THE LIFE OF GlI.T EDGE GIL.

Young Wild West was sitting in the office of the ,vud We,;t
Mining and Improvement Company, when Cheyenne Charlie
strolled in.
It was about ten o'clock in the morning followli.ng the taming of the soap man.
"Wild," said the scout, "I guess the sharpers ba,e given
it up."
"Why?" asked our hero.
"Well, three of 'em lit out on ther nine o'clock train, au'
Gilt Edge GU ain't to be found in town. Over at ther Gazoo
Hotel ther stableman says his horse bas been missin' since
half-past eight. Brown bas now come to ther conclusion that
be has been swindled, tho.u gh .be seems happy over the fact
that he was paid a week's board in advance by ther rt ve of
them, an' that none of 'em asked for any of ther money back. "
"One of them could not do that very well, anyhow," and
Wild sm!led in his usual calm way.
"No! Tber feller you dropped last· night couldn't, not very
well. But what do you think ther peddler done?"
"I don't know. What did he do?"
"He was at ther post-office when it opened this mornin',
nn' he left more than a hundred cakes of soap there for you .
He told old man Murdock that you'd learned him a lesson
by what you done to him last night, an' that he wanted you
to give away tber soap to ther ones you thought it would clo
ther most good. He said he was done doin' crooked business, an' then he drove off with his rig, takin' the mail an'
A1:ietta to ther depot with him."
"He did, eh"? " ' ell, I must say that that is more than I
thought of him. He didn't give any of the money back that
-*
he took in last night, did he?"
HOh, no!"
"Well, I guess he is a hundred dollflrs or so aheacl of the
~ume, then. I suppose there are a whole lot of people in
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"He tackled me and I hac1 to shoot to save myself," spoke
town who could make good use of the soap. though, if they
np another. "If the man t1ies it i bis own fault; not mine.··
could be induced to try it."
\Vild g-ave a start when he heard this. "You kin bet on that!" and tbe scout griuncd as he thought
1of se,eral resideuts ,,bo were not oyerclean.
It was tlfe voice of Gilt Edge Gil he heard, or h(l was Yery
" I reckon if
!YOU was_ to gi,e tiler oap to some people I know they'd be much mistaken.
Our hero was ,ery much interested.
highl.r iusulted."
That the sllarpet· had fallen in to the hands of enemie was
Wild talker! "·ith Cheyenne C'harlie a few mim1tes longer,
'
plainly eYident. l)y the tallc
and theu be got up and walked out-of-doors.
Ile felt that hc> must ,;ee who they were, for he did not
A strange feeling of unea;:iness had come 0Yer lli..m and, he
rer-ollec-t of ever having heard their 1·oiees before.
tried to shake it off, but could not do so.
It di<l not take him but a minute or two to get where he
Somehow he could not help thinking of Gilt Edge Gil.
Before he knew it he woultl be thinking that the villain had an excellent view of the men.
'.!.'here were four of them.
had done him a great injury.
One lay on the ground, his bend pillowed on a folded
"Pi:;haw!" he muttered. "'.!.'he fellow could not harm me
1ln
any way. HP was one of the easie. t fellows I e,er blanket and dying; one was bound hand and foot and lean,brought do,yn off his perc h. I wonder ·what is the matter ing again t the rock, anll the other two kneeled beside the
with me, anyhow? ?.Iaybe it is the money I was foolish dying man .
YVilcl recog-nized the captives n being_ the leader of the
enough to put on the lottery tickets. -''ell, I guess I will
take a ride up on tile mountain. It migl1t do me good, and, sharpers who had left -''eston that mornmg.
.Tnst a. be coulc1 , ee all that was going on the wounclecl
then, Spitfire needs a little exercise. anybow."
·
Ha ,·in~ dec.:ided upon this, he hurried to the stable and got man ~ave a gasp and expired.
He ha(l never seen either of the three before, but he made
hi ~ horse.
He was not long in mounting. and then he rode away over Ul9 bis mind that, from the looks of the remaining two, they
·were sconndrels.
the trail that led in the direction of Spondulicks.
Their appearance indicated this.
Feeling jnst in the humor, he let his horse out and the
-'' hen the two men realized that their friend was dead
sorrel went at a bot pace along the road thµ.t bad now bethey arose to their feet and looked at their prisoner a mocome one of the finest in that section of the country.
Ile rode a long for about half an- bour and then brought bis ment in silence.
Then one of them exclaimed:
steed to a walk.
"-I s'pose we might as well a,enge tber death of poor Tom
suddenly
Wild
chance
by
ground,
the
upon
As he looked
as any other time, hey, Bill?"
now
kicked
well
pretty
was
it
him
of
ahead
right
noticed thttt
was the answer.
"Yes,"
up by hoof's:
Then both drew their revolvers and turned to the helpless
But that was not all he saw ,there.
sharper.
There were· bloodstain .
That they meant to kill him in cold blood Young \Tild
Instantly he came to a halt and then turned back.
West felt certain.
'.!.'he boy's curiosity was aroused.
But he did not propose that they should.
"There has been a fight of some kind here," he muttered.
He was not the sort to sit by and allow anything like that
"I guess T had better look around a bit."
The blood ·pots weee plentiful. and \Vild soon saw that they done.
1
0 matter what the ca.u. e, he was not going to let the two
made a trail to the side of the road.
,H e followed them to the fringe of bus hes and then up a men tHk> the life of Gilt Edge Gil in that cold-blooded manner.
Just ns they were in tbe act o\leYeling their re,olver,; at
bank to some rocky and un en'n ground.
The trail of blood did not gro,1' any fainter; on the con- the helpless man Vi7i·ld a~·ose to is feet. anc1, in a ringing
'
voi ce, cried out:
trary, it increased.
"Hold! ..
The hoofmarks of tbTee or four horse were plainly visible,
'.!."he two men started as though tbey _had been stun" by a
too: and, curious to learn what it all meant, Young \Vild West
rattler.
rode leis nrely rllong the trail.
"That wou·t do. geutlemen!" resnmed our hero. "Yon
In and out, t11is way and that way. it wound, leading back
prnstn·t take the life of that man that way. If you think he
towa1:d one of the wildest parts of the mountainous region.
ought to , die, just giYe him a chance to fight it out."
Wild did not hurry any.
"YVba-what brwe ~·ou to say abo\1t it. youngster?" cleIn the first place he had lots of time on his bands, and
the second, he- did not want to give the fellows he was fol- mandeq one of them, who recovereq. ,ery quickly.
"I've got all to say abont it, I gue. s. If you dou't• drop
lowing a chance to hear him.
He had an idea that be would not ha Ye to follow the trail your sbooteTs and bold up your hands I'll do some shooting
in double-quick time!"
a great way before he would find those who made it.
'.Fhere was no mistaking his meaning.
One of them was badly wounded, and it wa. more than
The two men aw that he had them both covered, and reprobable that they hall halted to dress his wounds and make
luct·antly they allowed tbe rernlrnrs to drop from their bands.
him more comfortable.
Then up went their hands.
When \'i.ild bad coverecl about a mile he began to grow
"::--ow you can tell why you were going to shoot the man
very cautions.
who lies there with his band· aucl feet tied, if you want to,"
He hnltecl. and, clismonntin,11;. tarted ahead on foot.
It "·as well tllat he acted tl.\is way, for he had not covered "Wild _obseryed, lookin_g them in the eyes.
''He killed our pnrd here," one answered, casting a lool, at
more than twenty yards when he heard the unmistakable
the dead . man on _the ground.
sound of voices.
"What did he kill him for·?"
Tbose who were talking were some little distance away,
"Because they held me up to rob me, and I shot in selfbut -''ild soon became convinced that there was a ca.mp
defense," spoke up Gilt Edge Gil, his face showing an exthere.
!ntei:ference
As if to thoroughly satisfy him on this point he suddenly pression of real thankfulness at the opportune
of Young Wild West.
saw a Mlin column of smoke rising of!' to bis 1igbt.
"Is that right?" our hero asked. not faking bi gaze from
"Ah!" he thought. "They are starting a fire for some purpose. It may be that I have been following a party of the faces of the two he had covered.
Neither of them said a word.
hunters, one of whom has been hurt by a 'bear or some other
"They are highwaymen, for they told me so. " went on the
animal. And yet the mixed lot of hoofprints back on the
road would make it appear differently. WelJ, I am going sharper. ":\Ir. West, if you -will cut me loose and give me
my weapons I will fight the pair of tberu, one at a time. I
to find out all about it."
With bis usual caution he began creepiug toward the col- am no coward, and I would not thlnl;: of killing a man "·hen
he 'was helpless."
umn of smoke.
This "-as a rank falsebooc1. for, in spite of t!Je fact that the
In a couple of minutes he was near enough to hear what
boy had come in time to saYe him. the scoundrel was but
was being said plainly.
"I reckon poor '£om is clone for." he heard a gruff voice waiting for the chance to drop l>im.
There was little clifferE.'nce iu the three men. but, if anythat had consiclerHhle pity in it sa,y.
"Yes,•· said another. "But we',e got tiler fel!e1: 'fhat give thing, Gilt Edge Gil was the worst of the three.
But ·wild did not stop to consider this part of it just
him his la ·t clo;:e right here, an' won't we make 1nm suffer
then.
fur it!"
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He could not help thinking bow sma rt he was to get hoJ,1
Ile l:).11d made up his mind that the prisoner should have
a show for his life, and he was going to see that he bad it. of the girl in such an easy manner.
Arietta felt as though she would like to make short work
"You fellows st11nd right where you are!" the boy ·ex·
claimed. "If you make a moYe I will shoot, and when I of the rascal.
And she would have done so, beyond the :hadow o~ a cloullt.
dra,y head on a man I never miss! This man is going to
have a show for his life. He bas offered to fight it out with ,had her bands been free, as she had a siJYer-plated sixyou, and I am going to let him do it. Now, be careful that shooter stowed in the bosom of her dress.
Sile thought it all o,er and made up her miud that as soon
you do not Io,Yer you r hands while I cut him loose. "
The bighwarmen. as they had told the sharpe r they,. were, as her bands got free she would us e the weapon to gain her
liberty.
w ere ver:r pale no"··
The mules jogged along. and in due time Spoutlulicks was
It was eYident that they did not relish what was in store
reached.
for them .
'.rbe peddler bad been on the lookout for the past half bom
·with a couple of quicl;: strokes of his knife Wild set the
prisoner at · liberty. keeping the two men covered with one for Gilt Edge Gil.
He was not sure whether he meant to come over by rail or
of his revolvers as be did so.
"Thank you!" saicl Gilt Eclge Gil. as he promptl~· took pos- ricle his horse to Spondulicks.
But when he failed to show up h e got jnst a little bit
session of the ,veapons that bacl been taken from him.
They w ere lying together on the ground, bis knife and nervous.
Solomon Smith was II total stranger in Spondulickf<, and
brnc-C' of re,olvers in the belt that had been removed from · bis
he did not know where he could take the girl he had a prlsbod~· when they bonncl him.
He buckled on the belt. a ncl then turning to the daring oner in the wagon.
But as be drove up the main street of the town bis face
yoqng deadshot. obser,ed:
suddenly brightened.
· ·'Now. I am readv fot· them!"
He saw Ike Lacy standing in front of a sa loon as thOU"'h
· ".\.I! right." answered ·wild. "Yi'hich oue of you wants to
wait_ing for him.
•
fi ght first?"
"Hello. Solomon!·• called out' the sharper, as the peddler
'rbere was no answer.
"Come! SpC'ak up! If you clou·t I'll give the woi·d for brought the outfit to a halt. "So yon have got here at last,
.
bey? " ·
him to begin_•·
"Yes, an' I'm mighty glad that I seen you,·· was the. reply.
Still neither of them said a word.
"How does my team of mules drive, anyway?"
Young ,vild \Ve~t now stepped back so bis body was half
"l<'ine!" chuckled Solomon. who did not seem to be at all
shielded behind a rock.
"You can fight it out in your own way," he said, looking sorry 'hecausll be bad lost the bet. "How long ha,e you been
at Gilt Edge Gi l. · "B ut be cn reful that none of you fire here?"
"Only a few minutes. I come over on tiler train that left
a shot thiR w11y."
The worc1s ,vere scarcely out of his mouth when the two about an hour after ther one you took tber mail to."
"Ob!"
m en. al' if it had been macle up between them, dropped to
'".rhis is to be our headquarters for a while. Thn boss of
the ground and grabbed their revolvers.
ther whisky ranch is one of our partners. He is Gilt Eclgc
C'rnck! Cmc:k!
Gil's co nsin."
Gilt Edge firecl twice in quick succession.
"I see," ancl Solomon Smith began to feel quite easy ag-ain,
His _a im was ~ood, _fo_r both me~ rolled over ~n th_e ground;
"Dri'le in ther alley on ther s ide of ther builclin'. Then
It ~1.1ppenecl so qmckly that e, e n Young Wild West was
. you kin take out your caqro au' bring it in ther back door.
. .
" ,
,
· .
.
.·n,'.·p_ns: cl. _
_>-,?.";.·then. ~ on _me_d~lei:;ome ~ ouu., han,ta1:1, lt is your I'll show ~·on where you kin place ther tl1ings. You',e got
t1~rn.. clled the sharper , as he faced the bo) "ho had saved to git everything out of ther rig what belongs to you, you
1 know, as th e mules an' wagon i~ mine 110w."
hi s life.
"All right."
-The peddler drove in as directed ancl came to a stop at a
CHAPTER IX.
·
rear door of the building.
TH~} S HAllPERS ABE ELATED.
"You'd better ' back up close 'to ther , toop. ·· su11;gested Ike
Arietta ha<l IJeen seized HO qui ckly that she had not the Lacy. '"l'heu I'll go au' tell Eel Potter you ha Ye an,:ovc."
Solomon soon backed the wagon rig.):!t up to the cloor. ,
least chance of c rying out or saving herself.
Then he waited till Lacy came back accompanied by a
Before she recovered from her surprise she was helpless,
:rncl. quivering with fear and excitement, she 1·eclined in the dark-featured man with an ugly scar across bis nose.
"~Ii·. Potter, Mr. Smith," said Lacy.
botto111 of the wagon.
The two shook bands.
She did not faint, though, but was aware of everything
"'Ve've got a room fur ther gal upstairs, ·• whispered the
that took place.
'1i-hen she heard the peddler deliver the mail to the man saloonkeeper. "It's a room that can't be beat fur sicb purat th e depot she made a desperate attempt to free herself, but poses. I had this house built accordin' to my own ideas. an'
there ain"t :mother one like it in tl1 er \\'est. Yon kin take
it was useless.
Sile " ·as a c:n ptiYe-as much so ns she had ever been, even tiler gal ri ght np; Ike ~-ill show you ther way."
The peddler nodded and then proceetled to unlock the rloot
when in the clu tc hes of the red skins.
'rhe ,rngon jolted nlong over the mountain trail, while the in the back of the wagon.
This done he crawled in and lifted the helpless form of
raRc·all.\· drin'r whistled and . ang s natches of songs.
It was not until they were half-way to Sponclulicks that he Arietta out.
'rhe girl caught one glimpse of the daylight as she was hnrdeigned to speak to her.
riedly carried into the house, and then she wa s in a semi'l'hen he said:
"I reckon I ain't so much of a penitent after all, run I, darkness.
Miss Post-office Girl?"
Up a flight of stairs she was carried and then along a ball
Arietta could not reply to this, but she would have been that ran the full length of the house, it seemed.
'rhere were several rloors along the hall on 'either side with
plea ~ed to do so just then.
She might have given him a piece of her mind that he numbers on them.
No. 5 had a key in the lock, and it was this one that Ike
would not have forgotten very soon.
"You must have thought I was of a very forgivin' disposi- Lacy opened.
As it swung out into the ball another door that was much
tion, " resumed the villain. "vVell, I reckon Young Wild West
will have a tedious time findin' you this trip. It's a good stronger looking was disclosed.
This was fastened with a heavy iron bolt, but Lacy quickly
thing that you was goin' away this mornin', for they won't
kno,v that you didn't go on tber train for so.IQe time, I reckon. slid it back and pulled it open.
Then a ro om that ~-ns fairly well furnished wa,; hefore
ot till tiler ones you was to go with come back. 'Tain't at
all likely "they got off ther cars when they found yon didn't them.
"Here's wh ere ron will stay till Gilt Edge Gil comes ... ~nicl
show up. They've gone on to Sponclulicks. most likely. W ell.
mebbe you'll .meet 'em there-meboe you will an' mebbe J"OU Lacy to the girl captiYe, as Solomon put her on a chair.
"You needn't ,vaste your breath hollerin', (or this room is
won ' t. Hn. ha. ha!"
built so no noise kin be heard outside. You kin ponucl n II
Solomon Smith laugheq. iu a hearty fashion.
you want to. too, bnt that 1•:ou·t uo you a bit of good. You
It ,vas a J:?:reat joke to him.
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kin cut her loose now, Solomon. an' then we'll light out an'
le:w-e her to her own reflections."
"All ri_gbt." answered the peddler, and, pulling his knife
from his belt, he severed the bonds that beld the girl's hands
behind her.
"I l'eckou sbe kin do ther rest herself." he remarked. "I
don·t ,Tant to stay an' hear her lay us out." '
"~le. eithel'," nncl with that they hastenecl from the room.
b pi 11~ rareful to bolt the inner cloor ancl lock the outer.
'l'l :c two men "·ent downstairs ancl macle their way to the
bnrroom .
This ,1·as quite rlaborate for a town of the size of Spond1:!i('kf'. n~ it ,Tas furnished in a costly manner.
Painting-ii nclornecl the walls and quite an array of bottles
·were artisticaJly placed on the back bar.
and µ;lasses
1
'·Tl!i£ i: what I call a right cute place," observed Solomon
Rmi!h. a;; he looked around.
"It's ther fancirst place in town." replied the owner. "I
r l'C'kcu I tnke in about as much money over tber bar as ther
nrxt one. too."
"I sllould think you won]([. Say! I wonder how tber soap
game 'll'O\lld work in this town?"
''Ther :on11 gnme!" exclaimed Ed Potter.
"Yes.,. and th en the peddler proceeded to explain how it
was work ed .
""·ell. I s·pose it woulcl go all rig-h t. An:, kin<l of a game
if< nllowe(l here. It ain't like it is oYrr in "\Veston. Young
"\Yild "\Yest runs that town to snit himself. an' that is wby
it 11eYer growed to lJe tiler size of SponduliC'ks."
"l know somethin' about Young ,vild ,Yest,'' and Solomon
shrnggecl bis shoulclers and looked at Ike Lacy.
"You bet you do!'' said Lacy.
The three sat clown at a table and clrnnk aud !"moked while·
they chatted away.
About half an hour later the two sharpers who bad taken
a later train from 1Yeston came in.
. '''Yhero·s Gi l? " ,asked the proprietor.
"Uc started lo ride over on his horse," was the reply. "He
·
oughter to b~ here by this time."
""\Yell. he'll be nlong putty soon, then."
But this was not the case, fot· twelve o'clock arrived ancl
still the boss of the sharpers did not show up.
.-\.1111 during this time uo one bad gone up to visit Arietta.
Tiley all knew tlrnt Gilt Edge Gil would not apprnve of
the_ir Lloing so. aud that is why they awaited his arrival.
It ,vas a little after one when the missing sharper rode u11
to the saloon.
His horse looke(l as though he had been cloing some hard
riding. nntl whP11 the scoundrel ,yalkecl into tl\e place and saw
his pnrtners nnd hiR cousin, his eyes lighted up exultanlly.
"Diel you grt her here all right'/" be asked in a whisper of
Solomon Smith.
"You kin bet I did!" was the retort. "I never bad an
ensier job in m:r life. Everythin?: worked right my way."
''Good'. ,veil, I have got something to tell you."
" 'Ybnt is it?"
Tbe sharpers looked expectantly.
"I downed Young Wild "\Yest!"
"'Yhat'."
"That is just as true as yon are in this room!"
"IIow did you do it?" asked Ike Lacy, looking increclulously
at Gilt Edge Gil.
"l pushed him o,er a cli!1:'."
" .\re vou sure he iR dead'/"
·'Rme · he's dead! \\'hy. he fell clown nbout a hundred feet.
'l'bat ought to have fini s hed him. hadn't it?"
"1 should r eckon so." spoke u11 the peddler. "How did
yon comr to git ther chance?"
''I'll trll you nil about it," and then the villain related a
ye,·~· interesting story.
IIc tolcl how Young "\Yilc1 l'i'e$t l.Jacl saved his life and
1hPn how be harl shot the two highwaymen. He tried to
tlo wn the ]Joy . Ts·ho ran after him and bad been caught nappillg ancl pushed over fl cliff by him.
Hr gaYe it all in detail, nnd when be was through the
Rhn rpcrs felt so elated that the.v drank to· bis h ealth several
time~ .
. \ fe"· minute~ later Gilt Edge Gil got up from the table.
"1 am µ;oing to wn ~h and spruce np a bit and go and see
mY ll,·id<'-to-be .., he said smilingly.
"J "·i~h ~-o u _good luck, Couf'in Gil." spoke up the proprietor.
"f f ~-:rn 11,1 ,r any trouble with her I'll send my wife up."
'i'1 ·P Yillaiu pn11s0C1.
·'< 'omc to th ink of it." be remarked, "it would be a good

idea to send her up, any,vay. She mi.gbt be able to smooth
things up a bit."
"Sure she could."
"Send her up. then, to prepare the way for me."
·
''I' ll do it ri;rht away."
Ed Potter at onc-e hurried to another part of the house.
He foirnd his \Tife assisting in putti.ng the noonday meal
on the table.
She Ts·:u:: a ratltel' eoarsr-looking womn11. with sorue traces
of beaut)·. hut a stony-h ea r ted one. as it proved.
"Tela.''. said he, "go up to ~o. 5 ancl see Ts'lrnt you can clo
'
with the girl we've got there. ·•
"Ro she is there. then?" was the reply.
"Yes. she' heen there a couple of hours or more."
"And where·s Gil?"
"He's here, too. He wants you to go up an · try an' smooth
thing,.; oYer. fur him."
""·ell. I guess I can do that. I'll soon explain \Yhat a fine
huc;band he'll mal,e for her. Is the girl jJrett:,?"
"I clon't know. To tell the1· truth, I neYPr looked at her."
This seemed to satisf:, the woman, nnd sbe quiek lr sai!Pd
from the roqm. taking the key her husband handed her.
She went up to No. 5 and quickly unlocked tbe outer door.
'l'hen sh<' gave a knocl, on the other one to apprise tlJe
inmate of the ,room that she "'as going to enter.
81itli11~ back the dool', she entered and c-lose<l it, plari11g
lier rather corpulrnt form againRt it.
"How do you do. mi s?" she Ra id to thr gil'l wllo ha(l acl,-anced to tbe renter of the room to meet hrr, ;
4\riettn's face and eyes showed sign of lier ha Ying bet·n
weeping. but she brightened up when sl.Je saw it was a
woman \Ybo hnd come to pay her a visit.
"Ha,e you come to take me ont of herP?" she a~kPrl.
" Xo. clear, not exactly. I've come to tell ~-ou tlJat :,01n- intended hnRbanct will be here in a few minutes. "
"Do you mean Young Wild West?"
"Xo, Gilt Edge Gil."
"1Yell. I won't stay here to meet him!" an(1. quick as n,
wink, Arietta clrew a revolver from her bosom nnd le,eled it
at the woman's hea1t.
C13:APTER X .
WILU

LEARNS

OF

ARU:TTA'S DISAPPEARANCE.

When Gilt Edge Gil stated that be had pu. heel Young Wild
West ovrr the cliff he told the truth.
As the Yillain faced the hoy ancl called him a meddlesome
young bantam he raised bis revolver and fired.
But om· hrro cli,inecl his intention. and he dodged behind
the rock in time to ~cape the bullet.
He could easily h ·; ye shot the sharper dead in his trac-ks,
bnt it occurred to him to take him aliYP.
"Drop that shooter!" be cried. coYcring the man . "Drop it
:rncl bolc1 up your hancl ··, or you will be a dead man in less
than a second!"
nut Gilt Ed!,!·e Gil was reacly· to take any kind of a risk
ju!'<t then.
He knew it would not do for him to fire anoth er shot. so
he conclurlcd to cut aml rnn for it.
This he clid without a monwnt·s hesitation.
It so hnppenerl that there was a corner in the cliff right
there, ancl tbe sharper d.a rtrd around it just as l'i"ilcl tlloug-llt
he wns going to obey his command.
Gilt Edge Gil no· soonrr rounded the tum ,than he fom 1d
himself on a narrow led.!?:e.
Indeed, he h::icl all he could clo to kPep from tumbli.J1g oYcr
it, and as be re.,.ninetl his footing a sudden itlca fl::ished
through his mind.
"I'll SPnd the young fool to a certain death!" he exclaimed
under his breath.
Then our hero came clashing around the turn. am1. with
a mighty push. the bosR of the ga11 of sharper. Reut him
OYer the cliff.
Gilt Edge Gil clid not wait to look down into tile d€'pths
below. bnt mncle for the pince \\·here the highwaymen hnd
left the horses.
His big bny was :unong tbc.m. ::rnd in a twinkling !Jp w:1s
in the saddle.
"I am in a glori rm:- streak of luck!'' he cried, nntl U1eu he
rode off for tllP trnil tlrnt led to Rpondnlic·k,-;.
Hut let us see what lrnppcned to Yomig " ·nc1 "\YeRt when
he was pu.s\Jetl o·,·e r the cliff.
It w:is so ;;udc1en that the boy gave an involuntary cry as
be rea lized his all'ful danger.
00
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Then he found him~elf opposite the railroad depot, and, ·
His fingers clutched frantically at the empty air, and
hearing a W.eston train coming in, he waited to see who
then-.
alighted.
He fell into a network of vines a dozen feet below.
As the train pulled in who should get off but Ghcyenne
,nld had a grip on the vines instantly.
In thinking and acting. both, no one was quicker than he. Charlie and ,Jim Dart.
Our hero was surprised at their appearance there.
The vines cracked ominously beneath his weight, but he
He could not imagine what had brought them to Spondukn ew ])y the thickness of them that they would hold him, unlicks.
le!Ss they gave v.·ay at the roots.
The moment they saw hiu1 they hastened up to him.
He must take that chance.
The faces of both wore express-ions of anxiety.
'.l'he roots were embedded in t1:1e earth at the top of the
"What's the trouble, boys?" asked Wild. "Wq.at brought
ledge' a few feet from where he bad been pushed over.
you here, and by the train, too?"
ia;1owly but sm·ely he began working his way upward.
"Don't you know?" inquired Jim Dart, looking at his comWhen he was within three feet of the top there was a sudden drop bf a foot and a quantity of loosened earth came panion uneasily.
"No! I haven't the least idea. What is the matter, anydown upon him.
·
wav?"
The roots w ere yielding!
''Arietta can't be- found!" blurted out Cheyenne Charlie ..
"\\'ilcl flid not grow excited and do any tugging and pulling.
"'Vhat!"
He simply went on clambei-lug up,rnrd.
Young Wild West took a step forward and gave a gasp.
In n minute more bis fingers clutched the sharp rock that
"That's right, ·wild," spoke up Dart. "She was to take
formed the ledge.
the first train with her grandmother and Eloise this mornThen he knew he was safe.
V,'ith a mighty effort he drew himself upward and got upon ing, you know."
. "Yes, she told me she was going to Spoudulicks this mornthe solid rock.
li'or tlrn space of a couple of seconds he allowed himself to ing. But go on! Tell me-,-quick!"
w·e11, she was to meet them at the train after she put
lie at full Ieng-th.
'.rhen he got upon his feet and drew the remaining revol,er up the mail. and they. expecting she would surely come, sat
in the car till the train went off without her."
he had from bis belt.
"Yes! What then?"
The other one had been lost when be was pushed over.
"'.l'hey came right back on the next train, which got into
"I nm worth a hundred dead ones yet!" he muttered under his breath. "I will give Gilt Edge Gil the surprise of Weston at ten-thirty. Then it was found that Arietta was
his life before long. The scoundrel! After I saved bis life not in town."
"Not in town! What could ha,e happened to her?"
that be could be so treacherous as to push me to my death"We got a clue, anyway." said Charlie. "Old man Murdock
or what he considered was certain death for me. But I will
have him just the same! If he don't do as I tell him the Jet her ride with the peddler you had the trouble with last
next time I meet him I will drop him as sure as my name is night to the depot, and though the feller delivered the mailbags there, Arietta hasn't been seen by a livin' soul since she
Young Wild West!"
Wild felt very glad that the sharper had not waited to see got on the front of the covered wagon."
,vild's heart sank within him when he heard all this.
what happened after he shoved him off the cliff.
Charlie and Jim related just how it was that Arietta had
If he hnc1 waited a moment anf1 looked over the ledge
winding up
nothing would !Jaye saved his life, for the scoundrel would eorne to ride to the depot with Solomon Smith.
by declaring that in order to find the missing girl they must
sure!:, have shot him.
'.l'he youug prince of the saddle hastened to the spot where first locate the peddler.
"You are right on that point," said Wild, calming himself
be had left his horse, leaving the bodies of the three highas only he could. "i(\Te must find the peddler, boys. Ha Ye
waymen lying where they were.
.
you got au idea that he is in this town?"
He had not time to give them burial just then.
"He took the road this way, so ther stationmaster said."
That could be done later.
"Well, it is likely he came here. then. We will get around
Jnst now he mus~ pursue tlle boss of the gang or sharpers.
a:nd see. It won't take long to learn whether his rig came
Wild soon ~ached his horse and was in the saddle.
' Then he hastened for the trail, knowing well that the vil- here or not. I followed Gilt Edge Gil here. and I want to
find him badly, but Arietta comes ahead of him, or any one
lain had gone that way.
And he was quite sure that he would not head in the di- else. She bas got to be found."
He told them of his adventure with Gilt Edge Gil, and
rection of Westun, so he turned for Spondulicks when he
Charlie and Jim were amazed.
reach ed the road.
Wild looked at his watch.
He let his faithful sorrel go at a sharp gallop, hoping to
It was now a little after one.
soon oYertake his man.
"We must not lose any time," he remarked. "We will hunt
But Gilt Edge Gil had a much faster beast than Wild
gave him credit for, and It was not until about ten miles for the peddler."
One or two inquiries gave them the information that the
had been covered that he began to realize it.
mule wag.on had arrived in town that morning, but just
Then he let his horse out at the top of his speed.
The sorrel could cover the ground faster than any horse where it went their informants had notofnoticed.
the hotel he always
Wild put up bis horse in the stable
1Yilll hnd eYet' seen~ and Spoudulicks was now getting nearer
stopped at when in the town, and then the three started out
at c,ery leap of the animal.
missing girl.
But Gilt Edge Gil rode hard all the war, and when Wild on foot to hunt the town over for , the
After going into several places without obtain_iug a single
rode into the town the sharper was more than five minutes
clue they came to the saloon that was kept by Ed Potter,
ahead of him.
That was ample time to throw the young deadshot off the the cousin of Gilt Edge Gil.
Tbe three enterell the place leisurely, as though they were
track.
merely dropping in to get a drink.
But he did not give up.
Then it vas that they came face- to face with Solomon
He was not quite sure that his man was there, but he
Smith, the peddler.
mean t to find him if he was.
Our hero made inquiries of the first person he met whom
he knew and learned that such a man as he described bad
CHAPTER XI
arrived in town but a few minutes before.
But just where he went to the man did not know.
A LIVELY TIJIIB AT SPONDULIOKS.
Spondulicks had more than its share of saloons and gambling houses, and to .go through them all would take considWild felt like catching the man by the thro:;it and huriing
,
erable time.
One thing, our hero was satisfied that Gilt Edge Gil would him to the floor.
But he mastered himself wonderfully, and, looking the pednot be apt to hide himself away.
He surely thought he had put an end to the daring boy dler sguarely in the eyes, exclaimed:
"Where is the young lady?"
who baq saved his life, and, therefore, he had no cause to
"What young lady?" Solomon cried, starting back with well hide.
Wild visited three or fom· places, but failed to strike the affected surprise.
"You're nctin' mighty strange about it, ain't yer?"' sneered
right one.
0
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Cheyenne Charlie. "Fur two cents I'd let a streak of daylight through you, jest to show my feelin·s."
"Upou my word. gents, I don·t know what you are talkin'
about.·• declared Solomon Smith, a<:ting the part of a ,ery
muc·h surprised i;uan to perfecti-On. "If you mean t ber young
lacly [ unrl ertook to give a ride from tiler post-office to ther
depot in ·westou this mornin', I reckon I kin tell you a ll I
know about her in short order. She is a peculiar sort of gal,
I gues.'; never quite mal,es up her mind what sbe wants. "
"She is the one we mean!" exclaimed Jim Dart, impatiently.
,Jim µad his hand on the butt of his revolver as he spoke,
and the peddler shrugged his shoulders as he took note of
the fact.
"Didn't ther gal catch ther train this mornln'?" went on
Solomon.
"You know she didn't catch the train!" thundered Young
Wild West, whipping out his revolvers aEd covering the man
in a twinkling. "Now, then, tell me where she is or l will
pop tl.J e eyes out of your bead!"
"~' ait a minute!" the peddler almost screamed. "Don't
sl.Joot, Young Wild West; · don't shoot! I'll tell you all I
know about ther young lady, an' it won't take me a minute to
do it."
"Proceed !" commanded Wild, keeping him covered with one
of his reYolvers.
"She got into my wagon to tide to ther depot with me. I
had the mail that ther old man at the office give me to . deliver, too, since it was right on my way. Well, ther gal only
rid to ther corner where ther bank is with me. She said
she had forgot somethin', an' that she was goin' to run home
after it an' then try an' catch ther train. She made me promise to be sure an' deli,er ther mall."
There was sucl.J an air of truthfulness in what the man
said that our hero was half inclined to believe him.
Solomon Smith was certainly an accomplished liar.
"As he saw that he had made a slight impression on our
friends be went cleeper in the game.
"It ain't my fault if ther young lady ain't to be found,"
he said. "If you ask any one who was lookin' when I
stovped in front of ther bank in ·weston this mornin' I reckon
they'll tell you fast enough that she got out there an' run
for I.Jome in a hurry. But since you say tllat she ain't nowhere to be found mebbe I could say sometnin' that would
give a clue to her disappearance."
"Say it right away, then," Wild remarked, not taking his
eyes from the man.
"Well, I heard ther feller they call Gilt Edge Gil say as
how he was in love wit11 ther gal at ther post-office. He said
that Ile was goin' to try hard to kidnap her wl.Jen he left
town. •·
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart looked at each other and
nodd ed.
The.v evidently believed tlle peddler.
But ·wild did not altogether believe him.
Ile hart come to tbe conclusion that the man was acting
his part well. though, if he was lying.
H e was _going to draw him out all he could, so be asked:
"I-laYe you any itlea where Gilt Edge Gil is?"
");ope! I aiu·t set e~·es on him since last night in ther
Gazoo Hotel in "\Yeston. ,.
"You haven't, ell?"
'"Nope!"
1
"'.rl.Jen you don't know that he is here in Spondulicks?"
"Haven't ther least idea about it."
"And you don't know that he pushed me off a cliff and left
me for dead less th an two hours ago?"
Solomon Smith wincecl at this, in spite of his be t efforts.
He lrnd not expe c·ted to be asked an.v such question as that.
But he recovered i11 an instant, howe,er.
"He didn·t do that. did he?··
"Ye~. that is what he did. But I didn't die, as he thought.
I am he\·e in "\Yestou to rescue Arietta Murdock and to touch
up the sh,nJH:ir;: who quit ,veston this morning, gentlemen!"
and he !'acerl the crowd that had gathered in the barroom
sinC'C' the discussion began. "Gentlemen, I am looking for
Gilt Eclge Gil'. I am going to find lli.m before sunset, too! "
Th en it was tlrnt Ed Potter, the proprietor of ,the place,
made a Yer:v bad break.
He had been in the back room, but he came out in a hurry,
a hig n:l>V six-shooter in his hand.
"Gilt ledge Gil is my cousin, young man!" he cried. "So
you hn cl better look out what you say about him!"
"Ah!" exclaimed Vifil9. "So I have insulted you, have I?

Well, let me t ell you something: If 3·ou are an~'thing like
your cousin you are one of the worst scoundrels that eYer
lived! Do you understand what I say, ;;ir?"'
Potter·s face turned Iii-id with rage.
He raised his revol,er as though to fire a shot at the 110~·But before he conlrl get the muzzle ou a line with hilll he
found himself looking Rtraigl.Jt into the muzzle of a heavy
Colt's shooter, and a ringing voice exclaimed:
"Drop that or I'll drop you!"
Thud!
'.rhe pistol dropped from the proprietor's hand and randed
on the floor at his feet.
Then a low murmur of astonishment went up from the bystanders.
Solomon Smith made a move to leave the room.
But Oheyenne Charlie quickly stopped him.
"Stay right where you are, Mr. Peddler," he obserYed.
"All right; I wasn't goin' td run away," was the _reply.
"I've told yon all I know about ther blamed b.u iness. t llongh,
an' I don't see why you've got to honnd me like this.·•
This was said with an a1)pealing glance at the crowd.
Al'; our three friends were stra11gers to about half of the
men them. the glance had its effect.
The most of those who did not know eithe r ·wild or Rolomon Smith decided with the latter.
He had told a straight story, according to their ideas of it.
and they thought he should not be hounded any further.
But there were a few miners in there who were ready to
fight for Young Wild West and his partners any time.
These were in the minority, but there were several who
took no side whatever.
But it made no difference to ·wild or his two partners if
e,ery man there was against them.
'1.'hey had a way of working out of trouble when they got
in it.
Arietta must be found.
That was the watchword.
"I reckon this man has told all he know s about ther gal
you was speakin' of, young feller." spoke up a big co,..-1.Jo:..-,
steppino- up to Wild and pointing out Solomon Smith.
"Are you acquainted -ivith the man?" asked ,Vild, coolly.
"No! Nor I ain't. acquainted "-ith you, either."
"Then if I were you I would keep my opinion to myself."
"You would, hey?"
"Yes, I certainly would."
"I generally open my mouth when I please an' say what
I want ter."
"Well, please don' t interfere with us just now. We ha,e
got business on hand."
As Wild said this he took the ,man by ~be arm and pulled
·him a side.
"Look out, youngster!" roared tile cowboy. flying into a
rage. "If yon lay your hand on me ngain l"II pick you up
and throw you out of ther door!"
"Oh! Yon will throw me out. will ~-ou? Suppose I do that
to you?''
Then something happened that made the men in the crowd
draw long breaths.
With the quicknes. of a catamonnt iYild grabb ed th e hig
cowboy and whirled him o,er hi. hip.
The door was less than six feet clistunt and it was open.
Whiz-bump- bump!
'
'.rile blustering fellow who had decided to tnke, the p:ut
of the peddler went rolling on the ground before be knew
what had happened to him.
As this happened Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart ne..-er
stirred in their tracks.
"Gentlemen," said the scout. in a ,oi ce loud enough for
every one to hear, "we're here on business. an' ther first mn11
what interferes with us will get bored with lead! I'll guaran- .
tee you that Young "\Yild "\Yest kin lick any man in here
without any help, but just le t another measly coyote opcn
his mouth agin us, or put out a hand to touch one of us
au· ther ruction will be started."
Crack!
Ed ·Potter fired a shot at '1.ild as he " ·as turning; ::round
after entering the door.
Then Cheyenne Charlie was as good as bis word.
He fired In less than a second after tlle treacherous proprietor did.
'
Down went Potter in a heap. while Young Wild iYest
merely brushed his hair where the bullet had grazed it.
Then Solomon Smith made another break for the back
door.
0
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D:nt put out his foot and tripped him.
Lie r1c·ht wbere you are, you hound!" he called out. "If
you make a moYe to get up it will be the last you'll e,er
·
make! Thi11g-, are getting lively now!"
"I reckon they arc . .. ~poke up a ta ll young man, who was
u~d oubtedly a prosperous miner. "Young l'i'ild ,ves t , I'll
stick to ~·on and your pards!"
")Ie. too!"
"So will I!"
"Bet yer life!"
"Hooray for Young Wild West!"
The c and lots of similar cries went up.
.
Our hero smiled.
"Thank yo u, boys," he said. "1Vhen you stick to us you
are sticking to the side that is in the right. "
"vVe know that!'' came the answer.
'l'his put quite a different aspect on the state of affairs.
But the !Jig cowboy l'i'ild had firccl out did not haYe enouo-h
"'
·
of it yet.
He came rnshing in like n mad buli,- firing as be came.
_One of the men who had championed the cause of our
fri ends got shot in the leg, nnd then the tall man opened
fir e on the bully.
It " ·ns all o,er in a minute, and then, as no one offered to
fire another shot, , vild turned his attention to Solomon Smith
'
who was lying on the floor under the sup ervision of Jim.
"Get up!" he commanded.
The ra~cal did so.
"What do you want now?" he asked, still putting on his
honest way.
:: I want you to show me where the youn g lady is."
I told you all I knowed about her."
"I ban' decided to disbelieve your statement. Now, then,
I :''.a nt ~-_ou to take me to her! Do you understand?" arui,
se1zrng hm1 by the throat, Wild pressed the muzzle of bis
re Yol,er against his forehead so hard that it almost cut
thr<mgh the skin.
That "-Us tbC' last straw.
The pedc1ler ca , ed in.
"All l'ight!" be cried. "Ther jig is up, I guess. But you
w on't kill me. will vou ?"
"Ne,er mind about that," was the reply. 'Go ahead and
show me where the young lady ls."
"Bhe's ups tairs."
"Take care of him. ,Jim, " said ·wild, and· then he made a
rush to find the s tairs.
Finding- tliat ihere "·ere none running up from the front
of tile hou se, he went to the back.
There lie found the flight that Arietta had been carried up.
Revolver in h and . he bounded up two steps at a time.
He reached the landing abo,e just as a shot rang out.
It wa,- so close to him that the powder burned his face.
·
But he was not hit bv a bullet.
the hallway he saw a man leveling
' Then in the dim light
a pistol at him.
.-\s (]ni <' k a'< a flash he dropped to the floor just as another
shot r:1ng out.
It wn s not the man "·ho had fired it. for he fe ll forward on
his face.
TlH' n the voice of .Arietta rang out.
"Oh, "'il<l!" Rile cried. "I am glad you got here in time!"
Our hero made a leap forward. and just then a form da rted
past him nncl went down the stairs so swiftly' that the steps
were scarcely touched.
Beforl' Young Wild We t could make another move Arietta
had th r own herself in his arms.

of

CHAPTER XII.
CONCLUSION.

The woman waR tnken completely by surprise when Arietta
leveled a revol,·el' at her.
She hncl not fi1-rnrerl on anythin"' like this.
"Bt-t- top!'' ishe cried in _terror. "Don't shoot me, miss!"
Arietta quickly got between her and the door.
"When you say that I am to become the bride of Gilt Edge
Gil you say what is 11ot true," she calmly remarked, for she
had nerved h erself to do something daring now. "It was
all a very nice trick that was played in order to catch me
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and bring me here, but I guess it will tum ont all rig-ht after
al!. I am going out of this house, e1·en if I have to kill ;;ome
one before I do. It may be you that will dil'. or it may be
some one els<>. It matters not to me who it is. I wus
brought up to defend · myself. aml I can s!Joot _jrn:t as strai;:.(ht
as a man. If you don't belieYe it jnst tl'y to stop me from
lea Ying this house."
"I~ I w on't stop yon!" stammered the woman. "I came
up !Jere to make friends with you, that',; all. "
Just then two pistol shotK rang out in quick succession
from the lower floor of the house.
The face of the woman turned more pale than before.
And that of Arietta brightened up.
It was just then that the proprietor fired at Wild and then
met his death at the hand of Cheyenne Charlie.
Gilt Edge Gil, who was in another part of the house trying to beautify his appearance before pa,ving a visit to his
ca1Jtil-e, heard the shots and made np his mind that some.
thing was wrong.
He qukkly darted up the stairs, and after him came Ike
Lacy.
The latter had seen Young Wild West aud _ his partners
enter the place.
"Oh, Gil!" he cried. "Yon must have made a mis take when
you said you killed Young Wild West. H e is downstairs
now!"

"What!" cried the sharper, his face turning the color of
ashes.
"That's right," was the reply. "I heard bis ,oice, an' I
peeked iuto the room an' seen him th ere. He's been there
for two or three minutes that I know of, an' 110w some oue
has been shot."
"If it really is Young Wild West I hope it is he who has
bel'n shot, then," and the sharper gritted hard upon bis
teeth to keep up his nerve.
T'hc two had reached the top of th e stairs when this brie!
conversation took place.
Gilt Edge Gil headed for the room Arietta was confined in.
His cousin had given him a key that would fit the door
.nnd had informed him that his wife had jus t gone up to
console the captive girl and make her ready to receive him.
"Where are yer gbin', Gil? " asked Ike Lacy.
"In No. 5," was the retort.
"Kin I go with yer?"
"No! Don't you know that my prcrspective bride Is there'!" .
"Prospective nothin', " said Lacy, as the sounds of loud
,oices aml . cuffllng came from the barroom. "I reckon ther
jig- is up, Gil. Somethin's goin' to happen, see if I ain't
right!""
The boss o-f the sharpers paid no further attention to his
confederate, but hulTied along the hall to No. 5.
Botti doot·s were open, much to his surprise.
pe Rtepped inside, and tnen the next thing he knew a re:
,·oll·er was pointed at him.
"1\Iy intended husband!" cried Arie tta, mockingly. "Hold
up your hands, you cowardly sco undrel, or I will shoot you
as though you were a mad wolf !"
:rust thf'n some more shots rang out from below, and then
·
all was still.
<:ilt E<lge Gil held up his hands readily enough.
He did not like the look in the beautiful girl's eye.
T hat she would shoot him down without any hesitation he
felt certaln.
As he held his hands above his head it occurred to him
fill of a sudd en that he had left his weapons in the room
where be had been making his toilet.
Without them he was an abject coward, and he plainly
showed it then and there.
"Don't shoot, miss," he said, in a husky voice. "It is all
a mistake, I assure you it is."
"I won't shoot unless you compel me to. You--"
Just then she heard some one rushing up the stairs and then
a pistol shot rang out in the ball.
Acting on a sudden impulse, she darted out of the room.
She was just in time to see a man in the act of pulling a
trigger on her handsome young lover.
Crack'
· Ariett~ fired and Ike Lacy sank to the floor and passed in
his chips.
Then she forgot what a brave little woman she was and
spmng into the arms of Wild, just as Gilt Edge Gil made
his escape from the room and darted down the stairs.
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"Brave little Et!" exc:laimed Youug ,vnc1 "'!'Rt, as he hnrrieclly pref;sed hif; lips to her forehead. ·' Calru yourself. little
one. I mn. t finish touching up the sharpers."
"Yes-yes!" she cried. !'xciteclly. "Gilt Edg-e Gil has gone
downstairs. It was the scoundrel who r1arted past us just
now. Catch him, ·wnct! '£here is only a woman up here, and
I ·will fetch her downstairs."
"An right, Et!"
Then , Young Wild West dnrtcd down tire stairs to gi,e pursuit to the l<>ader of the sharpers.
A door was open at the back of the house-something that
he was sure wns not the case when he rushed up the stairsand he promptly rushed out.
He was jui'\t in time, too. for he henrd the clatter of lloofs
and caught sight of Gilt Edge Gil as he rode out of the alley
Into the street.
Wild darter1 a round the side of the house and reacheu the
front of the saloon, where his horse was stnnding.
Gilt Edge Gil was nearly a hundred yarus in the lead, rid·lug down the street for bis life, when \Vild got in the saddle.
"After him, Spitfire, old boy!" be crie,1, patting the sorrel
on the neck. "If you can't catch that bay I'll eat my hat'.
Away we go, now!"
The stallion bounded off like n. shot, just as Cheyenne
Charlie and seYeral more came ·o ut on thP stoop.
The sharper was riding hard and beading for the open
country at the outskirts of the town.
Tenms, horsemen and pedestrians go t out of the way of tlle
big bay in a hurry.
It was no quarrel of theirs, and they were not going to interfere.
·
·
When they sn w the sorrel in pursuit of the bay, then the
people on the sidewalks became interested.
"Ten dollars that tiler sorrel catrbes him! " yelled a sporting man who stood in front of a saloon as Wild dashed past,
coiling his lnrint.
"I'll go yer!'' answered a fellow. who thought the bay was
th e best hors l~ of the two.
But ·wnd did not hear these remarks.
He was bent on taking Gilt Edge Gil alive, and that was
all he conld pay attention to ju,;t now.
Spitfire was gaining.
vVild coulcl see that from the very start.
But it w as slow work, for all that.
The boy wanted to catch the sharpe r before they got ont
of the to-n·n limits, just to show the spectators that h e had
a h or~e worth owning.
Leaning forward over the sorrel's neck, he urged him to
hie; best.
It was a magnificent spurt the swift animal made.
His feet hardly touched the gro und , it see.med.
But that spurt won the race, for in five seconds " ' ild v,ras
close eno ugh to let his lasso fly.
··
Whiz!
The lasso went through the air ancl the noose caught the
big bay about the left hindleg.
Then the sorrel braced himself, and lhe next instant Gilt
Edge Gil went flying In the air, while his horse fell in a
heap.
Though the bystanders did not know what it was all about,
they utterrd a cheer, just the same.
The remarkable burst of speed from the sorrel and the
. cle,er work of his dashing young rider with the lasso was
quite enough to evoke applause.
Our hero dismounted and ·walked over to the fallen sharper.
One glance told him that the villain's neck had been broken.
He was dead!
"Vi7ell, that is the end of Gilt Edge Gil," the boy mused,
as he mounted and rode back to the saloon where the lively
time had occurred. "I guess the sharpers have been touched
up pretty well."
As he reached the place he found that a big crowd was
outside.
In the center of it was Arietta and bis two partners, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart, and also the few men who bad
stuck to him when the fight began.
The crowd quickly scattered as Young Wild West appeared.
Then the tall miner who had shot the big, bullying cowboy took off his hat.
"Ladies an' gentlemen,". said he, "I want you all to under-

Rtnnd that Young "'ild West can't he beat at anything be
makes a try fur! Ile's tiler dandy boy from \Yeston. an' he's
jest cleaned out a gang of shnrpers an' saved his sweetheart
from Gilt Edge Gil. l've hrard ther whole story, gentlemen,
an' you kin gamble on what I say!"
'"£hree cheers for Young Wild "'est, ther Prince of ther
S:uMle au' Dandy Deadshot of ther West!" shouted another
a(lmirer of the dashing young h ero.
'l'he eh rers were given with a will. and after taking off his
bat and bowing to tbe crowd, \Vild dismounted.
•
Then be got upon a barrel in front of the place and told
them what had brought him to Spondulicks.
He told the whole story of the sharpers, and then, pulling
the lottery ticket from his pocket, be held it up so all could
see it.
'·Here is the tirst thing that gaye me evidence that they
were sharpers.·, he said. "This ticket is numbered 89.006A.
and it was sold to me with the understanding that I would
f;Urely " ·in anywhere from two hundred to five thousand dollnrs. I bope there are not many in this crowd who were
swindled in the same way."
By the looks of the faces of a number of the men, there
were.
"v\'ell, never mind, boys, ·• a ncl ,vuu laughed good-naturedly.
"This i s a rich country, and there i. plenty more money. All
yon have got to do is to get a bustle on you and you will
be bouucl to get it."
'fhere -was more ·cheering at this and e,erybody got in a
good humor.
At this juncture Jim Datt led Solomon Smith forward.
" ,\h!" cried our hero , as he saw th e peddler. "You are
just the man to make n speech. G_et up on this barrel."
He jumped down l.llmself and then hustled the man up.
'" "'hat do you want me to say?" Solomon asked, who was
Ycry ruuch frightened and dejected.
-'
" Just tell the cro wd how you came to Weston and started
yo u r soap game and how you made out witb it. Then give
in dc1ail how you •ldduaped the pretty postmWress and
brought her here in your mule wagon. Go ahead, now. and
if you make a single mistake I'll stan in to shoot the hairs
off your hea d, one at a time."
'l'he peddler cast an appealing look at the face of Wild.
But there was no let-up there, and he kn ew it.
Then he started in and gave n faithful nccount of all that
happened after he truck "·eston up to the present time. ·
'l'here were many in that crowd who ,v-oulcl have lynched
him then and there if it bad not been for the interference of
Wild.
"I guess he's got enough, boys!" he called out. "I didn't
get the cake of soap with the twenty-dollar bi.11 wrapped
around .it, but I guess I !Jaye tourhed up the sharpers so it
will be a le~son to the survivors. and to all others who think
of <" oniing over to Weston to swindle the peo,ple. Stock in
the Nebraska Beef Company is selling way below par nowor. ra ther. I guess it. can be bought for less than par-and
lottt>ry tickets are not much in demand."
The1·e was much laughter at this sally, for Ed Potter had
sold lots of stock ln that town.
Some of the more enthusiastic of the miners called for
Arietta to say a few words.
" ' ilcl was not the one to deny them.
He knew his pretty sweetheart could find something to say
to them for a minute or two .
So he assi!lted her upon the barrel and then held her band
while she blushingly told them what a noble and dashini::
young loYer she bad and how thankful sbe was that she was
abl e to stand there and see i<uch a good-looking and gooc1natured lot of men.
There was plenty of cheering after this, and th en, when
our friends had explained matters to a deputy sheriff. they
set out for the best hotel in the place and had a good dinner,
after which they w ent back to Weston.
Next week's Issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WES'l'"S
RECKLESS RIDERS; OR, AFTER THE TRAIN WRECKERS."
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CURRENT NEWS
Director Hale. of the l\ft. Wi lson ObserYatory, reports in a recent note that at the close of the 1915 construction sea~on the strrl dome fo r the' 100-inch reflector
--the workl"H la1·gest iclrsrope-11·as completely inclosed
and in working oTder. The shipment of the tube, con~tructed at the Fore RiYcr Ship Yards, has been delayed
bjr the suspen ion of traffic Yia the Panama Canal. The
paraholizing of the JOO-inch mirror is now 85 per cent.
telescope·
The United Stales could, if it w~re actually necessary, complete. Jt is not now thought that the great
1917.
of
summer
the
before
use
for
ready
be
can
12,000,000
between
of
field
put a fighting force into the
and H,000,000 of men, and take care of them during
Brazil has solved the dye proh1em, according to Frank
the time of the fighting. The United States and Russia
are the only nations who could, in the event of war with G. Lopez, Sonth .American reprc entatiYe of a Detroit auan other nation or nations, l i,c within their own rci:;ources, tomobile corporntion . "There is no reason to worry about
raii:;ing breac1 ancl meat enough to feec1 their arrnic wilh- ·]·e dye situation,'' ~aicl 1Ir. Lopez . "The vegetable dyes
I have been in cotton
i11 Brazil will solrc the problem.
out ca lling upon the outside world.
i: dories in Bra1/.il and hHe seen every possible attempt
Most every one who has had any c1ea1ing with muchin- made to boil out anc1 otherwi.se eradicate the new vegetaery kno ws about the liability of oily ra,2:s anc1 "·aste that ble cl>·e. hut the color remained fast. The. vegetable from
have been used for clean in g purposes to ignite from _spon- w11ich th .is d_ve is made is in unlimited .supply. It would
tan eous combmtion; but few are aware that suwc!ust, not be su rprising to sec it replace the German product.
when soaked wi.tb oil drippings, will act in the sume way. So far as experts are able to determine, it does not injure
Sawd11st is sometimes seen scattcrecl o,er garage floors, fabric's ."
but this practise should be prohibited. Sand is the afest
for absorbing drippings .
An entire tree with bark in a splendid state of preservai ion was uncovered sixty-seven feet below the surface of
The State Hi~torical Society, P1erre, S. Dak., hai:: come ilir gro\rnd whil e workingmen were · digging a shaft for a
into possession 0£ tl1e leaclen plate wltich wa buried by coa l mine at Boone, Iowa. Iowa. arboriculturi sts have
the Verenclrye brothers, French explorers, at the present been unable to classify the wood as belonging to any tree
location of F ort Pierre in ] 743, and which ,yas disco,ered no w known. Th e tree, about six inches in diameter, lay
by school children in F ebniary, 1913. 173 years after- i:; qn:nely across the shaft and the workmen were forced to
wards. Th e plate was purchased by William O'Ril ey cut it in two p1aces, the central portion ·only being rethroup:h a fund ratsed by subscriptions , aided by the State r·overed. The theory is that the tree was thrown to the
ground in a p,reglacial age and was covered with water
histori cal expense funrls a rnilable for such purpose.
suddenly, the air being permanently shut out in this man'
ner and cl ecay prevented.
The large~t dock c:rnt o E Suez has been opened at Singaof
width
a
feet,
pore. It ·has an entire length of 892½
Concerning the reported failure of machine guns in the
100 feet at the entrance, and a depth, over the sill , at
high water orclinary spring tides, of 34 feet, with 21 feet recent raid at Columbus, the comm_anding officer of the
at extrrme low water. Thi, will, so far as can be seen, at San Antonio Arsenal r eported, under date of March 14,
present. antir:ipate any likely dreadnought requirements 1916, as follows: "Following report received from comfor some time to come. This huge dock can be reli eved of manding officer, machine-gun troop, 13th Cavalry, at Coitt> 22,000,000 gallons of water in less than two hours by lumbus: 'The rea.son for the jamming of the machine
guns cluring the fight last Thursday morning was _not the
the pumping power.
failure of the mechanism to function properly, but was
Irwin Yeigel, a clerk at Zimmerman' s grocery in Belle- due to the fact that the night was dark, and it was a very
the
vill e, )fo., .found a ~nake thirty inches long in a bunch of difficult matter to load the guns. In loading the guns
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c1iscoYerv wHs made. When Veigel went to pluck some will fire about five shots anc1 will then jam. This hapbananas., from a bunch the ,ma ke poked out its head and pened to two of my guns, as it was so dark that it was alhis.' e(l at him. Y eigcl ran to the hack yard "·ith the bun ch most impoEsible to get the strips in the slots. The other
of banan:1? and killed the snake . Rarirnel Sansone, a Belle- two gun did not jam and the execution they did showed
Yill e fruit dealer, saiu snakes are frequently found in ship- the rnlu e of machine-gun fire. The ammunition used was
ments of bananas, but this wus the largest of the kind he not reloaded a)ld had been manufacture d since 1.910. The
extractors are all model 1914.' "
eyer saw. He called it a "boa constrictor." ·

On t of the icY waters of the Missouri River, Albert
011·rn, a convict ~f Lea\·enworth, Kan., rescued Sam Connell, a "trusty." For his bravery Owen will be given his
freedom soon. ... fter the skiff in which the two were riding had been upi:;et by a calm of ice Owen helped Co nnell
obta in a grip on the boat and then swam ashore and s:1mmon cd aid.
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Charley , the Catt le King
-OR-

THE BOY W HO OWNED THE RANGE
By "PAWNEE JACK"
(A SERIAL STORY)
I "I've a great mind jnst io hobble the hor e and sleep
CHAPTER X XIII (continued)
H e slipped into the corral and led out the best-looking here on the ground till morning," he said to himself.
'.'Just to think of: it! Here I own this whole countrv fo r
·
broncho he could select .
and ju~t be~an~e I am a boy and these scoun°drels
miles,
I
horse
the
walked
having
and
saddled,
ready
All ':ere
t o ::i. pomt where he thought he was sure not to be detect- are so determmed to down me I haven't a place to lay .my
·
·
ed, Charley vaulted into the saddle and rode to the cotton .. , head."
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thoughts
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just
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of
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caught
Charley
that
head
his
I
it.
reached
he
before
was
it
how
He knew
It was close down to the gr0und, and seemed to proceed
Carrie had disappeared.
Treacherous to the last degree herself, she was willing from some campfire.
He determined to investigate if nothing more, so clapto trust nobody.
S_Purn to his horse, h~ rode rapidly forwa rd to soon
pi.ng
her
have
F eeling, no doubt, that Charley would surely
nmong a grazrng herd.
himself
find
slio-htest
the
without
off
herself
arrested, she ha d taken
"My cattle, probably( thought Charley. "Th is is no
regard for the fact that she was stealing a horse whi;h berloubt one of the outlyrng ranges, and that's a cowboy's
longed to the Vista City hotel.
I don't thi1~k I r:in much r!sk i~, riding boldly up
fire_.
over
· But Charl ey cared little. After his first Ji gust
Anyhow, Im gomg to try it on.
it.
to
gone.
had
she
glad
actually
was
Carri e's treachery, he
drew near i.he fire he perceived that there were
he
As_
to
way
own
his
make
could
he
that
satisfied
H e rode on,
Vista City, where he res?lved to put up at the hotel for the two men sitting beside it. No others appeared as he came
night, pay the price of the horse and make no allusion· to nf>arer still, and Charley dashed boldly up.
The bvo men sprang to their feet, seizing rifles as they
Carrie.
.
.
"But her uncle shan't get off so easily," tho 11 gM Charley ca1;,g-ht the sou~d o~ his approach.
J1at.
white
big
a
wore
who
one
cned
!
t.liar
Halt
been
has
he
that
proof
get
can
I
If
"
along.
as he rode
buying stolen stock from my range I'll make him sweat "Who be yer? Give yourself a name before you come anfor it. Just let me get my grip on the business, and other step!"
"l\Iy name is King!" cried Charley, reining in . "I only
there's going to be a hot time fo r these· scoundrels to the
want to inquire the way to Vista City-:-that's all."
last man of them."
He could not see the faces of th_e men very d.istinct~y.
His indignation over the way he had been treated gave
him courage, and he dashed on without a thought that ~"-she peered through th~ darkness it did not seem to him
more trouble mi ght be in store for him before the night as if he had ever seen either of them before.
"You <'an come on," called the man who had. spoken.
was over.
way ofT the trail, but we can set you right, I
"You're
the
of
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the
near
It was all right as long as he kept
gues~."
marked.
plainly
was
trail
the
far
so
;
range
Red Mountain
•
Charley pushed forward.
But at length he reached a point where it was necessary
that he
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the
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to strike right off upon the plain, and then the trouble
no
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who
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·
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·
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Michaels
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than
person
a
s
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T here was no road here, and each man who had gone
before him over the gr ound appeared to have taken whatever course suited his own sweet will.
CHAPTER XXIV.
After he had ridden on for about half an hour Charley,
CONCLUSIO~.
who had been lost in deep thought, suddenly made the
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He had man aged to lose hi mself, of course, and he was after the instruction,
favor, Charley thoug-ht ·
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It lookrcl black for Charley. At that moment he almost
The cowboy now began to explain about the wa:v to Vi fa
hope.
abanrlo!lccl
his
City. Miclrnels said nothing, but just stood by with
, Mr. Michael ," he said, assuming a calmhere
"Look
face.
Charley's
eyes fixed on
As the cowboy talked one unpleasa nt discovery followed nc,s which, under the circumstances, was really remarkable. "I ran prove my identity. I have papers on :i;ne
another.
reasonable man . Search me !
Hohbl ecl close by were as many a twenty hor,:es. Just which should . atisfy any
was a good friend to yo u
father
:My
them.
find
will
Yon
beyond the fire was a barranca-whet her it was the same
.
."
on
,
hi
kill
,vou
-cion·t
one near which 'l'om Peterson had met his death Charlev
you giving
in
use
the
"What's
"Hats!" rrierl the bo s.
could not tell, but ,make was rising out of it, which
job must
This
Ike!
him,
with
Away
guff.
that
all
me
showed that there were more men cio\"m at the bottom of
.
!"
now
right
done
be
the hole .
evidentwas
who
Ike,
grumbled
Pete!"
slow,
go
"Better
"Thank you, thank you!" exclajmed Charley. "I am
much obliged. I think I can find my way all right now." ly afraid of the man .
"Ike Rai ley, you hold back one minute longer &nd I 'll
A second more and he would have been on the gallop,
a ball through you!" roared Michael. . " I tell you
pnt
but at that moment up went Bos. Michael ' rifle, coYering
a hoss thief, and he's going to die ."
he's
him.
never ~aid another word, but with the help 0£ one
Ike
you
with
"Off
"Git off that hoss, hoy ·!" he cried.
the Indians who sprang to his assistance dragged Charof
.
quick, or I'll blow you full of holes!"
ley to the tree ancl tied him fast.
" "W hat' that for?" gasped Oharley. " I - - "
And that was the time when the boy cattle king aban"Off! One, two--"
all hope, and :vet help was close at hand, for just
cloned
the
from
slipped
Charley
There was no help for it.
then the clatter of hoofs was heard in t he distance, and
sarlr1 le.
"Grab _him, Ike! Hold his arms behind him!" bawled Boss Michael,; called a halt. on us!" he shouted. "Leave
"Some one coming clown
the boss
boy be where he 'is. Mount, every mother's son of you.
the
Ike was so prompt to obey that Charley did not have
If we have got to fight that gang from t he north range we
even a ghost of chance to defend himself.
will do it first."
Michaels, giving a shrill whistle, made a rush for him,
There was a rush for saddles then, but t he enemy was
and, tearing open Charley's blue woollen shirt and underthan they thought for .
nearer
shirt, exposed his bare breast.
"']'here's Pete Michaels! Charge, boys !" a voice rang
" I knew it 11' he cried. "Yes, Mr. Painted Face, and I out.
know you! You are-you are a boss thief in disguise."
A few second~ more and the shots were flying.
He caught himself up in a hurry. Charley could not
Michaels and his men held to thejr position. It was all
doubt that he had intended to speak his name, but sud- they could .do, for it wa too late to make a charge.
denl:v chant'·ed his mind, for the reason that by accu ing
Li\-ely work followed, but the band of cowboys which
him of being a horse thief he would have an excu e to can1,e swooping clown upon the camp numbered fully forty,
shoot him ,t hen and there.
. · anrl Michael' · and his gang stood no sliow.
A11cl now to make matters worse, men came swarmmg
Tied to !he tree Charley saw it all, and at the second ·
up out of the barranca.
round, to his immense relief, he saw Pete Michaels fall
It was as Charley had feared. They were the Indians. from his horse and remain face downward upon the grass.
Reel Feather, however, wa not among them . Everything
For a while his followers attempted to keep up t he un· equal fight, but it was hopeless from t he start, and in a
seemed to be against Charley now.
"You stole that hoss !" cried Mi ch aels. "It belongs to moment all were· on the run, scattering over the plain.
the C'ath erwooc1 ran/!e, Corral .!.TO . 5. P erhaps yon don't
Rerognizing Captain Hen, };i"ed Rich and Ben Fuller,
know that I ' m bos . of that there ran ge . Mcbbc yon never Charley shouted at the top of his lungs, ancl several came
·
beard tell of Pete Michaels, the man what s]10ots hoss da hing toward the tree.
·
thiC'Yef: on sight!"
But it was Jack, the half-breed, who took t he lead.
It was coming! Charley, as the Indians crowded Charley did not recognize him until he Wi!S close by.
aroun<l, felt that his life hung by a thread.
"Charley!" be cried. "Tl1ank goodness, I've fo und you I
On the spur of the moment he determined to declare I made sure you were tram pled to death by the herd!"
Charley's troubles were all over now.
himself and take the chances.
said
he
a moment he was free, with the friendly cowboys
In
"Surely thic. v:retch will never dare to kill me!"
the north range pressing abo11t him.
from
on."
later
trouble
into
him
get
to himself. "It is. sure to
",\'hat about Pete Michaels?" -he exclaimed. " I s he
":i\fr. :Michaels, I see vou know me!" he exclaimed
aloud . "I am Cha1:le:v Cathenroocl. It will not pay you c1carl ?"
"Reckon he is !" cried, Captain H en, "and he richly deto kill me ."
it. I only wish I know'd it was my bullet what
sen-es
"You ·re a liar! .. roare<l Michaeis. "I never sa II" rnu in
clown ."
him
laid
''"ell.
nw l ifc before, irnd I kno v young Mr. Cathenrooci
boEs wa not dead, though badly wounded .
the
But
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Charley had never heard a came from
profanitv
Such
wood tree bY thr edge of the barranca, and we 11·ill all
t~ey raised him up.
when
lips
fellow's
the
plug him too-ether. , 'omeborl_ ·'s bullet will no the busi be continued )
(To
ness, and no one will ever know whose it is."
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
•

SAWED OUT OF HIS CELL .
According to word received from Manchester, Ky., a
band of armed confederates surrounded the jail and kept
the guards at bay while John D. Pace, under indictment
in the Clay Circuit Court on the charge of killing his
father. and stepmother, sawed his way through his cell bars
and escaped. Pace was formerly a United States soldier.
A ·posse is pursuing him and his armed companions, who
are thought to be in the wildest part of the mountains in
Owsley County.

AMAZING APPETITES.
If a baby had the appetite of a young potato beetle it
would eat from 50 to 100 pounds of food eYery 24 hours.
If a horse ate as much as a caterpillar, in proportion to
its size, it would consume a ton of hay every 24 hours.
A caterpillar eats twice its weight of leaves every clay;
bnt a potato beetle devours every day at least five times
its weight of foliage, every bit of which represents just
so much money to the farmer.
The most destructive of all insects, according to TidBits, is the grasshopper, which, when in good health, consumes in a day ten times its weight of veg(:)tation. · No
wonder that whole districts are devastated by the millions
of grasshoppers th_at go about in swarms.
A FREAK METEOR.
A meteorite which fell in Zululand on Aug. 1, 1912,
ba.s been examined by Prof. Stanley and was found to
consist almost entirely of nickel-iron alloy, and is there• fore classed as a siderite; it is coated with a ~kin of magnetic oxide exhibiting flow lines and shows numerous
"thumb marks." An analytical investigation shows the
presence of iron, nickel, silicon, sulphur, carbon, phosphorus, aluminum, magnesium, platinum and chlorine, the
bulk oi the meteorite being composed of iron. The fall
was accompanied by an explosion which was beard for a
great distance, and which was followed by the sight of the
rapidly-moving body, accompanied by a spiral trail of
smoke and a low, hissing crackling noise. A natiYc woman
narrowly escaped being struck by the missile.
I

FINDS BURIED GOLD.
Fifty doJl.ars in gold, believed to have been buried in
Chico, Cal., more than twenty-five years ago, was discovered the other day by Mrs. J obn Grey, wife of a shoe
merchant of Chico, while digging in her yard. Mrs.
Grey, while seeking lily bulbR, turned up an old can, and
found in it, wrapped up in the re~ains of a handkerchief,
the gold.
More than twenty-five years ago a family by the name
of Judkins occupied the home. Mrs. Judkins was known
to have buried money, several pack:ages having been found
by her husband following her death. It is believed that
this money also was hidden by her.

The can contained one $20 and three $10 gold pieces.
The can in which they had been placed was rusty and the
cloth whirh had been wound around the coins was decayed and fell to pieces when handled.
LENGTH OF UNITED STA'l'ES COAST LINE.
Mainly in connection with the problem of national defense, inquiry is often made as to what is the length of
the coast line of the United States. According to a statement issued by the Governmental survey the answer to
this question is twofold, since it depends on the extent to
which the actual coast line is followed in making the
measurement. There is a wide difference between a measurement that takes into account only the general lines ·of
the coast and one in which every little inuentation is followed . Measured along its general trend the coast line of
the United States and Alaska exceeds 11,500 miles, while
the detailed coast line measured as closely as possible on
large-scale maps is · approximately 91,000 miles. On the
same basis the general coast lines of the insular possessions and the Canal Zone ha.Ye a total length of about
5,400 miles and the detailed coast lines a total lengtl\
somewbtlt in excess of 12,000 miles.
GOLDF,ISH RAISED BY ACRES.
Fish-farming is more profitable than cattle-raising, in
the opinion of Eugene Catte, of Langdon, Kan. He has
ten acres of ponds given over to the raising of the shiny
little parlor fish. :Millions of goldfish have been reared
by Caite since he • tarted in the bu sines years ago, but
the <lernand for goldfish continues to grow. That fishfarming is a paying business when conducted on a wholesale scale is evidenced by the fact that this Kansas farmer
ha~ been able to make as much money from his ten acres
of goldfish ponds as other farmers from their one hun~
dred-am1-sixty-acre farms. In fact, the industry has
grown io such proportions that Catte has turned his hig
_gra in farm over to his son in order that he him se lf may
devote all of his time to the raising of goldfish.
Year ago Catte started a private fish hatchery on a
homestear1 he had taken up near the foot of the i:;ancl
hills. He was able to convert some bogs and a spring
into a fish pond, says the Popular Science Monthly, where
he began raising :fish for the market. There soon Rprang
-up such a demand for emall fish , however, that Catte
found it more paying to turn his attention to goldfish.
Now his business has grown to such an extent that his
hatchery covers thirteen acres and is compoEed of fifteen
ponds, ten of which are ,devoted to goldfish.
. Catte's busy season begins in the autumn. Most o[ his
time is spent in wading about in high rubber boots. sorting out the marketable fish with his bare hand s. This is
no lazy man's job. Goldfish farming consists in something more than reading the newspaper on the back porch,
waiting_for the fish to grow. ,
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TA KI NG HI S CH AN CE S
-OR-

THE BOY WHO GOT ON
By DICK ELLIS ON
(A SERIAL STORY)
"Then I'd just as · leave stay and take my chances here,"
CHAPTE R IV (continue d)
said Bob. "Never mind about what I did., If your father
The young lady in the buggy seemed about to faint,
could get me a good job, I'd be satisfied. I simply had to
now that the danger was over, and Bob got into the vehi- do what I did, and that's all there is to it. Anyhow, Jack
cle and caught her in liis ,arms.
saw the d,anger first and called my attention , so he had as
"It's all right now, ma'am," he said. "There's no more
much to do with it as I had."
danger. You're all right. Don't go and faint now -when
"Well, t.hen, I must thank you both. What did you
there isn't any need."
your name was? Mine is Effie Warner."
say
''"Well, I won't," said the young lady, recovering her
am Bo.b Little, and this is Jack Long. We're chums,
."I
strength by an effort, "but I can't stay here another minand if your father could do anyt~ng for Jack, it would
ute. Let me get out before anything else happens. Father
be the same as doing it for me."
said I ought not to drive Jim, but I thought I could."
Others came into the waiting-room, among them several
"I'll help you out," replied Bob, getting out of the
women, al,ld began asking the young lady questions, so
buggy.
that in the confusion she and the boys became separated.
Then he assisted the young lady to ·alight and, taking
"Come on," said Jack, nervously pulling Bob's sleeve.
her arm, for she still seemed to be very weak and nervous,
"We don't want to run after .her. You've done all you
led her into the waiting-room of the railroad station, one
can, and if we're going to live here we've got to find a
of the men. taking care of the horse and buggy.
place to stay and get a job. It's a prairie town, isn't it?"
· She sat down and Bob ran for a glass of water, which
"Yes, it seems to be," said Bob, as the two went out.
he offered her, saying:
"I'm a.fraid there isn't much to do, then, except farming,
"1 had to take my chances to get you out of that scrape,
but if you are satisfied, I am."
but it seems to me I am always taking them nowadays.
"Why, I think it's a bully place," said Bob, who, now
You feel better?"
he knew that it was Effie's home, thought it the best
that
"Yes, than.ks," said the other, looking up. "Why; dear place in all the world.
me, haven't I seen you before? Why, to be sure I have.
You are the boy who saved the train yesterday. What did
CHAPTE R V.
you f!all yourself? "
"Bob Little; and. you took up a subscription for us, or,
AN OLD ENEMY APPEARS.
at least, your father did. , Yes, I'm the boy. I never
Leaving the station and reaching the main street, the
thought I should see you again, but I am glad that I did,
service."
a·
you
do
to
able
boys presently came to a little restauran t and Jack
was
two
I
as
especially
is
"'Where
girl.
said:
the
asked
you?"
of
"Weren't there two
"Hallo! Do you realize that we haven't ·had anything
your friend? Didn't he come with you?"
he
to eat this morning? Come on, I'm most starved. Let's
"Jack, you mean? Oh, he's all right. Ah, here
thief
a
up. We don't seem to know these days when we're
fill
but
I,
and
comes now. We were going West, Jack
for
to get anything ."
collected
going
father
your
that
stole the most of the money
boys entered the restauran t, took seats near the
The
got."
have
we
as
far
as
is
this
us, and
window, and in a few minutes were eating their breakfast
Jack now came up, and the young lady said :
it heartily.
"I am very sorry that you were robbed, but if you want and enjoying
half finished when Effie Warner paused
about
had
'l'hey
to go West, I think I can manage it all right. After what
beckoned to some one and a minute
place,
the
of
front
in
in
difficulty
any
you have done, I don't think there will be
ied by a fine-looking gentleman,
getting tickets for you ancl Jack as far as you want later entered, accompan
where the boys sat and said
table
the
came straight to
t o go."
:
ally
energetic
"I don't know that we want to go any further," said
'"'Tell, I like you boys running away after what you had
Bob, blushing. "Maybe we can do just as well here as
done before I could introduce you to any one I What
anywhere. You are going to stay here?"
·
":For the present," laughed the girl. "I live in this made you do it, Bob Little?"
I thought you'd want to
and
,
separated
got
we
ell,
''W"
town, you know."
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"You think I care more about her than I do' for you,

speak ·to pc:iple, ancl there wasn't anything else we could
do, anyhow."
"Well, there was something else I could do," said Effie,
spiritedly. ''Do you suppose I was going to let you go
away like that and never do anything? Father, this is tbc
boy who saved my life. 'Nell, they both had something
to do with it, and they are chums."
"Why, if I mistake not, you are the same boys who
saved our train yesterday afternoon?" said the gentleman.
"I am really glad to see you. Now, Effie tells me you have
done her a further service, for which I am deeply grateful.
What arc ~-our plans? P erhaps I can help you."
"I wanl a place to work," said Bob. "ancl I'd as leave
stay here as anywhere, so if you could get Jack and me a
joh, we'd be all right."
''\Yell , now, let me see," said Mr. l'i'arner; "I am part
owner of a hig flour mill in this town. Are you good at
figures; clo you know anything about books? You are not
a practical miller, I suppose, but it's likely I can get you
a place in the office."
"I've studied bookkeeping," said Bob, "a~d if it's a
place where J can learn, I'm willing to take my chances.
I'm not a regular bookkeeper, but if I get a place, I'll clo
the best 1 can.''
"I am sui-e YOU will, Bob. You look it. I'll find a
place -for :vonr friend Jack, too, never fear. If you'll call
at the mill office in, say, an hour I will be there and let
you know just 1rlrnt I can do. Here is one of o'ur cards."
Mr. Warner nncl Effie then took len.ve of the boys who,
after fi nish ing- their breakfast and taking a look at the
town, which they found to be a very bustling, prosperou s
place, finnlly reported, at the mill office, where they found
Mr. Warn er awaiting them.
The result of the inten1 iew was that Bob obtained th e
pbce of m 1der-hookkeeper and junior clerk at a fair salary,
ancl J a(:k was rna<le messenger and general assistant, both
bo:vs going to ,rnrk nt Gncc.
Th eY found a suitable boarding place in the residen ce
quarter ..J ,1ck :-peaking for a small room to himself, nlthoug!1 lie and Lob could have hacl n better one if tlie_v took
it together fo1· th e same price.
"I'm apt to he noisy in my sleep," said Jack, "aml ifll
be better for lllf' to have a room to my,,clf," and no more
was said .
. Both boys liked the work, which they quickly fell in
with, and gave good satisfaction, bes.icles being well pleased
themsel ves.
They quickly made acquaintances in town, and were in vited to Mr. \Yarner's nearly every evening. Effie showing
a decided libng for Bob, although she treated Ja ck with
,
equal courte8y .
"You like Effie Warner first rate, don ·t you, Bob?"
asked Jack, when they were going home one night from
the Warncrs, ha,ing been about a week in town.
"To he sure 1 do," said Bob, frankly . "Don't you?"
"Well, T've seen folks I like better," said Jack, evasively. and not, as it seemed, in the best of tempers.
·"Why, Jack, J do believe you're jealous," Ja-(]_ghed Bob.
"Effie doesn't think any more of me than she 'does of
you."
"That isn't the point," said Jack. "However, there's
no use talking any more about it."

then?"
"I ~aid we wouldn't say any more about it," returned
Jack in a petulant tone, quite unlike his wonted manner,
ancl tl1en he quickly cl1angecl the ~subject and was even
liveli er tl,an usual.
A day or so after this J3ob was down at the railroad
station, on some business connected with the shipment of
a largf number of barrels of flour, when a train from the
Enst arrived, and among the passengers alighting he saw
hi~ old enemy, Arthur Warburton.
The young fellow did not see Bob, appareni.ly, and was
~peedily whisked away in a carriage to the fashionable
part of town by friends who had driYen to the station
on· purpose to meet him.
"So Arthur Warburton is in town, eh?" h e mused . "Going to stay a while, too, evidently. In with the swe.ll lot,
too. \\"ell, it's not likely I'll run across him, and if I do,
I'm not going to bnck water. I only resented an in sult,
and if he wants to make . any trouble on that account, he'll
find that I have more friends than I had in the other
place, ancl that everything won't go his way, not by a long
chalk."
Then Bob dismissed the matter from his mincl, assuring
himself that h€ was not likely to meet young Warburton
again, ancl that there wa~ no use in worrying over it.
Things often turn out quite differently from what one
experts in thi worl<l, ·1ioweYer, and it was only two clnys'
afterward when Effie Warner and a party of boys and
girl s rame into the office, menning to make the tour of the
mill, and in the party was Arthur Warburton.
· "May we have .Jack to show us about?" asked Effie of
the mallager. "He 1rnderstands it pretty well now. Goodmorning, Bob.''
At that moment Bob saw Arthur . Warburton looking
fixedly at him as he bent over hi s books.
"Ah, l\Iis~ Warn er, is it customary to take in eYcrybocly
that applies for a phie1' lwrc ?" asked the young man.
"Don·t your father requi re a refcre11cc or rnrncthing of
that cod? I shonl<l tliink he would. Irs just a~ nccessarv that l~ should har e honest fello,i-s here as in a bank,
don ·t yon know?"'
"To 'l l'liom arc yon referring, Mr. \Varlmrton ?" a,ked
Effie. "T0 be snre. papa has honest .fellows here. Who
is tb en· ,·.-ho is not?"
"W cl I, there's Dad Smith's boy behind the railing,"
rlrawle<l Arthnr. "'You don't know him by that name. of
rourse, and T clon't. suppose you know him at all, as you
arc not arquninterl witli that sort of chap, and you di<ln't
employ him-no, of co11Tse J1ot; but I think it would have
been jn~t aR well for those who clicl to inquire into his past
history a little. <lon't yon know?"
Effie's face -was white, hut, summo ning all her strength of
will, she said i11 a low, tense tone which was hea rd by all:
"Mr. \Var hurton, if you mean to cast any reflections
upon Bob Little, or Dael Smith's. hoy, as you call hirri, by
your insinuations, I wish to inform you that he is · my
friend, and. I won't li sten. More than that, I demand an
instant apology."
(To be continued)
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TIMELY TOPICS
kill huma1i beings, and the largest animals when it cliss
char.a-es its nervous organs at one shock in a fayorablc direction. It was once found necessary to change the line
of road from Urituca across the steppe, says the Chicago
Herald, owing to the number of horses which, in fording
a certain rivulet, annually fell , a sacrifice to these gymnoti, which had accumulated there in great numbers. All
other species of :fish shun the haunts of these. creatures.
Even the angler, when fishing from the high bank, is in
dread lest an electric shock should be conveyed to him
The Indian a1i of making arrowheads is being practised
along the moistened line.
by white men, who use them for commercial purposes and
sell them· as old ancl genui.ne. The flint is not chipped
One of the most remarkable wells in Oklahoma is owned
with sto~e or metal, as you may have imagined, but with
water. An Indian wishjn~ to make an arrowhead held a by J_ C. McSpadden, at Tahlequah, This well not only
piece of flint in fire until it was sizzling hot, then al- furnishes an abundance of pure water, almost ice-cold in
lowed a drop of water to drip from a stick unon the spot tl1e summer time, but it affords a supply of chilled air,
he wished to chip away. The suddeI) cooling made the which is utilized for a cooling plant that keeps the Mcflint chip off at once. The only cunning necessary in the Spadden home cooler on the hottest day than any Sl1mmer
l),rt was the shaping of the arrowhead, and so· it was not resort within a thousand miles. It is a freak well all
around. When the well was sunk it was for a cistern.
so <lifficult a thing as most white men imagine.
\\Then about :fifty feet deep the bottom broke through,
reyealing a sort of cavern, in which there was a tr,emenOne of the old-time cures for "sweeney" shoulders on
flow of ice-cold water. Apparently this is ,an inexdous
horses was brought to mind in Ravenna, Neb., by the
supply, for the well was sunk years ago and the
haustible
death of Ernest Skochdopole's faithful old driving horse.
remained at the same level ever since. Taking
has
water
Twenty-three years ago the shoulder or- this horse was
of the freak well's supply of cold air, McSpadadvantage
lanced and a new dime placed in the wound to cause the
the top of the well with a concrete cap a.nd
sealed
den
flesh to grow back in natural form. A small lump on the
in it Through one of these he draws his wapipes
placed
shoulder always remained, and recently, after the horse
the others he draws a supply of cold
Through
supply.
ter
ha<l <lied, this lump was cut open. Aside from being
every room of his six-room
through
piped
is
that
air
black in color. the coin was not disfigured. The datehouse.
1892-is as plain as on a new coin, The owner regards
wound
the
in·
it
placed
having
relic,
the coin a a valuable
"The barbed wire we use in this country for preventing
himself and: thereafter having faithful service from the
the incursions 0£ trespassers into private properties is bad
hprse for more than a score of years.
enough," says the Army and Navy Gazette, of London,
''bnt the Germans have, we believe, producec. sometning
Results of a ,:cientific investigation of the capacity of of a very much more searching character, through which,
birds to destroy irn,ects were announced recently at the unless absolutely destroyed by bombardment, it is quite
University of Wiscon sin by A. R. Cahn, assistant in the impossible for our soldiers to make their way; while it is
zoological laboratory. A Virginia wren, weighing half a
a ,work of no small difficulty to drag aside e'l'en the loose
pound, showed a remarkable ability for devouring pests. strands which the most efficacious of bombardments. leave
In one day the. bird ate 144 small insects, 12 grasshop- in front of the German trenches. We htve lately been
pers, 12 meal wormf', 3 water bugs, l water scorpion 3 shown certain gauntlets, the fruit of some invention which
inches long, 1 caterpillar and 15 flies. The second clay it consicts of ,a method of so treating cotton wool as to renate 5 liv.e hornets, 1 crawfish 2 inches long, 1 frog 1½ der it wholly impervious to sharp points, and having asinC'hes long and 1 grass snake 8 inches long. The snake sumed these gloves we grasped some German barbed wire
caused the bird some worry. But after the bird had tried of the most evil kind, and have permitted ourselves to be
eight times to swallow the snake ali1·e it finally killed the dragged about the room without experiencing any discom- .
reptile and gulped it down. In the two days the bird ate fort whaternr in our hands thus protected, or indeed any
more than its o'Yn weight.
inconvenience at all except that resulting from a violent,
unusual and unpleasing form of exercise. These S.O.S.
The marshy waters oi Bera and Rastro in South Amer- gauntlets-the initials standing for 'Save our skin!'ica are filled with tho11sands of electric eels: which can at seem just the thing for the use of our men at the front;
pleasure disC'ha rge from every part of their slimy, yellow thr~- cost six shillings per pair, and at a small extra charge
speckled bodies a dcadeni~g shock. Thi species of eel is can be had specially insulated against electrically charged
about :five or six feet in length. It is powerful enough to wire."

Stringent regulations for motorcyclists have been put
in forC'e hy the police of Rio de Janeiro, capital of Brazil.
Candidates for motorcycle licenses must stand examination consisting of three parts-two ornl examinations on
the mechanism of motor-propelled vehicles, traffic signals,
and police regulations, and a practical demonstration of
the operation of such vehicles under the direction of the
exarnina tion board. ·
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Australia, with a population of 5,000,000 to draw upon,
has contributed to the British forces in this war 245,000
men, of whom 140,000 are at the front. William Hughes,
Labor Premier of the Commonwealth, told a correspondent
of"the New York Sun, who interviewed him in Ottawa on
his way to London, that "Australia has been able to do
what she has because as the cornerstone of her democratic
edifice she has a system of compulsory military training.
It was only in this way that we were able to turn out the
officers and non-commissioned officers we required to
equi.p and command our .forces. No nation can remain
free unless its cit'izens are willing to sacrifice something
to keep it free. It is not enough to be willing to defend
the country; citizens should be able to defend it. We cannot wholly trust to volunteers. Abi}ity to defend home
and country is the primary duty of citizenship. And why
should people be not educated in this duty?"

G06D con.RENT NEWS AU'l'ICLES
Burt Mc9uilkin, an armleEs man, of Terre Raute, Ind.,
GRINS AND Cll UCKLES
was arrested by the police here recently ancl sent to jail
Ikey (wlro has been reading)~Facler, can anybody get
on a charge of forgery . 'Ihc police allege McQuilkin
rich bevond der dreams of afarice? His Father- I t'ink
wields the pen with his teeth.
not, Ik~y. AfaTice vos a putty good dreamer.
George Crowell, sta.ge driver on the route from Austin
Customer-Yi'hat made the olcl guy so sore? Boy-He's
to P"otts, Nev., is authority for the statement that his team
was stalled on the home trip at Hot Springs, east of Spen- nutty, I gue~s. Ile wanted t'1'0 clog biscuits, and I only
cer's, by an army of jackrabbits. He sa.id they resembled asked him if he'd take 'em or have 'em wrapped up.
a drove of sheep and leaped·i nto the tall sage when finally
Miss Chucko;-er-Since our engagement is off I shall
scared away.
return the diamond ring. StingeTly-'i'\'ell, you've had it
Sir Thomas Lipton, in a letter to the E ssex Yacht Club, six n1onths, and· :.i~ diamonds have dropped 10 per cent.,
says he hopes to compete next year for the \merica's Cup. can't you inclose a check for the balance?
Sir Thomas Lipton in 1913 built the yacht Shamrock IV.,
Wifo-Why did you tell the J ensons that you married
which was to have raced off Sandy Hook the following
year with the America's Cup defense yacht Resolute. The me because I was such a good cook, when you know that I
Shamrock IV. arrived in :i'\ew York shortly ofter the out- can't even boil a potato? Hubby-I had to giYe some ex~
break of the war, but the races were postponed and the cuse, ,dear, and I llidn't know what else to say.
challenger was housed in a- Brooklyn shipyard, where she
n ow i.s.
Golhamite-T hear you have a Vassar graduate ·for a
cook. I sn't it'rather. expensive?
Harlemite--Xot ,ery.
The debate in the Senate on l\Iarch Fl for the increase She works for her board and clothes. Gothamite-Why,
oC the catlets at the United States Militarv Academy, bqw does she come to clo that? H arlemite-Sh e's my
bro11ght out the fact that in orcler to provide fo1~ the new wife .
cadets, practically doubling the present stren gth of the .
corps, it will be necessary to put three in a room and mess
"'Ihe best life-preservers are made of cork, are they
them · in two shifts. The increments, however, v,ill be not?" observed the hardware drummer. "Not to any great
spread out, oYer four :vears at the rate of 106 a year, so extent," replied the gentleman from Kentucky. "The best
that there will be tim e to make improvements anrl addi- 1 one I CYer saw was macle of glass, with a cork in one end
tions to the ba.rracks if it seems desirable.
of it."
Clinton Cyester has completed his twenty-fifth year as
a motorman on the Dayton city lines. This is a record
for continuous service by an Ohio motorman. It is estimated that if all Cyester's trips were put in one stretch,
he would now be approaching Dayton on his fortieth trip
around the world. It is figured that to elate Cyester has
traveled 996,540 miles. During the twenty-five years he
l1as been late to work twice and was laid off once for running ahead of time. He was reprimanded once for bump, ing another car. Otherwise his record is 100 per cent.
efficient.

A mother sent this somewhat satirical note to the t eacher
of her small son: "Pardon me for calling your attention
to the fact that you have . pulled Johnnie's right ear until
it is getting longer than the other. Please pull his left
ear for a while and oblige his mother.')
Maud-Do yo11 believe in signs? Dick-Sure! Whenever I see three gold balls in my path, I know I'm going
to receive money from a strange man, and that he's o-oing
to i.ake som.e thing valuable from me, and that I'm liable
io be disappointed.
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the father strickci1 by so cowardly a blow, I was frightHis eyes glare<'l like those of a maniac.. ,
ened.
NO DUEL.
"'Wliat are you going to do?' we .asked, N'oir and I,
in a breath.
By John Sherman
"'What am l going to do? Parbleu, I am going to kill
'
Rochette.'
Years ago Rochefort was the chroniqueur or the Figaro.
" 'Kill Rochette ! You are not in earnest? He is only
B.bme one introduced him to the author of "La Dame
the ignorant publi1oher of these infamies. It is the auaux Camelias."
"~t\.h, monsirmr !" cried Alexander Dumas, "I have just thors who deserve an exemplary punishment~not their
been reading your chroniques. What a talent you have!" tool.'
1
After such a commendation from such a mouth, a
" I !' cried Rochefort; 'I compromise myself with these
French writer can commit a great many follies without policemen, these escaped convicts! I cross m:v sword with
losing favor.
their poniards! I sign for them, even in their own
There is one other peculiarity of Rochefort's character blood, a certificate of respectability! Never! I am going
'
of which the French people give him the benefit as of an to kill Rochette.' "
Say what they would, they could not budge him from
extenuating character.
In the midst of universal skepticism, he has always been this resolution.
When his rage wa_s a little c·almer, they said:
a fanatical believer in the family, showing a passionate
"You want to kill him with all the forms and ceretenderness for his children, which gave him a unique place
monies, so as not to expose yourself to the enemies who
among Paris newspaper men.
every action. We will be your seconds."
When, in 1869, he had taken refuge in Belgium, afar spy your
consented on condition that the duel should
Rochefort
from that boulevard which was his life, it was his love
one.
immediate
an
be
for his daughter that made him an exile. ·
The three men jumped into a carriage and were landed
'l'he story is a forgotten one, and was very badly told at the publisher's, Boulevard Mont Parnasse.
at the time.
Rochefort by this time had recovered bis sang-froid, and
Of the four persons who knew the truth, Rochefort has almost smile as be climbed the stairs.
never deigned to open bis lips; Victor Noir was murdered
After some minutes the printer, who had been notified
soon after by Prince Pierre Bonaparte; Rochette, the by his foreman of the visit, made bis appearance-a
printer, in prosecuting Rochefort in the courts of the em- tough-looking fellow, solid as a Hercules, six feet high.
pire, ga,e a version of the facts that was favorable to himVictor Noir was no baby, but he looked like one by the
self, and the fourth, M. Blavet, a Paris journalist, was not side of him.
allowed to te.-tify on the trial.
The Colossus came in smiling obsequiously.
But he has told the story since, and here it .is as we
"Monsieur," said Rochefort, without any preamble,
have it from his own lips:
"my name is Henri Rochefort. I need not explain my
At that time the first nine numbers of the Lanterne bad err.and."
·
His voice was clear and firm.
appeared.
"I confess," stammered Rochette, <'that I do not comhuna
field
the
into
brought
had
Its astonishing success
dred would-be rivals that lacked nothing save Rochefort's prehend--"
"You are going to comprehend," interrupted Rochefort,
sovereign popularity and nerve to ,achieve a like fortune.
pale. "Do you acknowledge having printed in
turning
One of these ephemeral publications was "the Inflexible,
the Inflexible, of which you are the responsijournal,
the
in whi c:h men of the passc police abused Rochefort as-the
an article insulting Mlle. Rochefort?"
conductor,
ble
worst of malefactors.
What of it?"
"Certainly.
One of the writers was Marchal, called De Bussy, who
Mlle. Rochefort is my daughter. Do you
it?
of
"What
died drunk in an alleyway.
for these infamous calumnies?"
responsibilities
the
accept
The other writer was a Pole, a Count de Stamirowski,
"l accept the ·respon1?ibility for everything I print."
known as Stamir.
"In that case," went on Rochefort, who was making a
Drngy fellows, the pair of them.
effort to restrain himself, "if you are ,a man of
terrible
One morning Victor N oir and Blaxet, who were then
I hope you are, things will go on smoothly.
and
hon.or,
writing for the · Figaro, were eating breakfast together at
Your place, your hour, your weapons."
a restaurant.
Rochette g1ave a great laugh.
Suddenly, his face pallid, his eyes starting out of his
"Oh, ifs a duel you're after, is it?"
head. Rochefort burst into the room.
"Unless it is a contre danse."
fo his hand he held the last number of the Inflexible.
Rochefort began to look dangerous again.
"Reacl it!" he said to his two friends in a sharp, cu"But, my clear sir, you overlook a detail, w;hich I hasten
rion~l_v jc1 ky voice.
tb bring to your notice. I am a Spaniard, and in my
As thev read, the blood mounted to their foreheads, country we do not understand the duel except body .to
body~ knife to right band, mantle on left."
and disgt{~t to their lips.
"'l'hat's all one to. me-knife, dagger, poniard, cannon'l'be paper was one long, villainous diatribe against
I'm your man. Let us go down to the etreet and h~ve it
RochefoTt':s daughter, a child of twelve years.
;,,rhen I raised my eyes," says Blavct, "to the face of out without an,y more dellU'."
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jJ was no uncommon thing for :Mexican ladies

Rochette did not laugh any longer.
He stammered some unintelligible words.
"Yes or no?" shouted Rochefort. "Will you gi, c me
satisfaction for those lies printed by you about my daugh ter?"
A timid "No" was the response of the demoralized Hercules.
It had barely been uttered when a vigorous slap fell on
·
R ochette's mouth.
" Ah I Monsieur Rochefort," said the giant, supporting
himself against the wall, "that was not right."
T he three journalists- laughed. Rochefort quietly drew
out a card .
"If that slap of m ine hurts you, monsieur; you can come
fo r a plaster whenever you please."
E ight days later Rochefort was condemned, on the unsuppoi:ted testimony of Rochette, to a four month s' imp r isonmei1t. He fied to Brussels and the house of Victor
Hugo.

T H E ROB BE R'S D AUGHTER.
Mexico is my native land, having been born in the city
of Monterey, State of N uevo Leon. I was but an infant
when t h e American anny invaded our country, and my
father was an officer in the Mexican army. H e 1ras capt u red at Monterey, and sent to the United States. My
: m other, with myself-an infant-accompanied the prisoner .
A few weeks' sojourn among the Americans so infatuated him with . the people, that he resolYed never to return
t o h is native Mexico.
My mother died, and he married an Ameriean lady.
I grew to manhood, knowing but very little of my native
land, ancl at the age of twenty-three resolved to travel
over that strange and put little known country. My father
had died the year before, leaving me. considerable property,
0nd, having completed my education, I concluded that I
coul d nqt spend a few months better than in my proposed
j ou r ney.
Consequently, the :fifteenth day of April, 1870, found me
in t he city of my birth, Monterey .
It was the evening after my third day in the city, that I
was walking down a very dark street.
"Senor Americano," said a sweet voice at my side, ancl
look~g around, I beheld a pair of the most lovely bla ck
eyes fooking at me t h rough the gathering gloom .
".Senorita," saicl I, with all the Spanish I could retain
from my f at he~s early teaching, "it is rather dark for you
t o be alone ; are, you not afraid?"
" No, senor; I have no fear w:hen I see a l)rav13, good
American on the, street. I had fear until I sa.w you ."
"Shall I se.e you through this dark street to your borne,
senorita?" said I, with my acquired gallaJ1try.
"Si, senor, do; yo-u are ·v ery good," she r eplied.
. After an hou r's to rtu ous windings among street ,.· alleys
and cr ossing plazas, when I was on the point of abandon. ing my' fair companion and returning to my hotel, she
paused abruptly before a large two-story adobe home.
.. ·A heavy oaken door opened at the touch of my compan. ion, an d, with a bland smile, she invited me in, declaring
that I should smoke a cigarette with her. I had also dis-

coYercil 1.hr.t
to smoke.
Being fnll of advcuture, and also struck with the per- ·
onal beauty of my new acquaintance, I accepted the invitation .
She soon broug ht in a large waiter on which was a
bottle of wine and two dainty glasses .
She filled the gla ses and offered one to me, while she
raised the other to.her lips. I had observed something slip <
from the palm of her hand into the glass, which in reality
first aroused my suspicions that I might be in trouble .
I had heard that Miguel Riaz, the noted Mexican robber,
hac1 :female decoys, and this might be one of hi traps .
She finally retired with the wine and · returned with
sc-me grapes aIJcl cakes, but I refused to eat, an'd I saw her
brow begin to fiush with anger.
"Senor!" she cried, stamping one beautiful littl e foot on
the 'Aoor, "you are clownish-you despi e my hosp ital ity;
YOU shall repent it ."
"How, senorita?" I asked, with a smile at her rage.
" "W ith your life; my friends shall 'kill you for this · in.,;:u}t !"
"Aha, my beauty!" f-a id I , "your friends may get in
trouble. 11figuel Iliaz eYcn woukl have no terror to an
f\merioini7.c<l l\Iexi can."
"We will see, sir; lay down your watch, diamond-pin,
and money on that stanc1,.and run for your life!"
"1Vho arc vou t hat make uch n demand?" said I, arising
to my feet, becoming really alarmed.
"Donn.a Maria Riaz, the daughter of the robber :\1:iguel."
"Well. senorita, 1 am not going . to be robbed by a
w0ma11," I replied, firmly.
"Then, sir, the men can do it, and your blood be on your
own he& d." She placecl. a silver tube to her mouth and
blew a .'hrill blast.
There was a ruJ1 of feet, and I snatched a ix- 11ootcr
from my side pocket. The curtain at the center parted,
and two fierce-looking men, armed with kni,es, e 11 tc rcd.
T"·o more a11peared at the window/ wh ich s1nmg open at
their touch.
·w ith a yell the two· with daggers sprang at me. I
thre1r my pistol forward and fired. One fell c1eatl, and the
other pau et1 and turned to fly. Leveling my pi. lol. at
him, I fired again . At the moment my finger touche<l the
trigger the beautifu l gir l sprang forward to trikr the
weapon from my hand. At the same. moment one of the
villains at the window fired his pistol at me, and the ball
aimed at my heart struck her in the head. iYith a cry she
fell, and, turning to the open window, with two shots I
cleared it, and, leaping out in the street, ran on, until I
hacl put i,he robber' house two miles .behind me .
I J·enched my h otel that night, which, by the waY, was
owned by an American, and retired, but too much Rliockecl
,
to sleep.
'.l.'hc next morning I took the lancllord into m~' ronfi<1ence, and related my a~lventure to him. He set about
findin g out tlte real r es ult of it, and agreecl to inform me
by letter .
While at Vera Cruz the letter came, informing me that
Maria nia.z lrnc1 died of the .accidental wound, and the shot
I had ~iven her father in the back, as he retreated from
me, ha<l also proved fatal.
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NEWS OF TI-fE DAY
On February _14th the Bell Telephone Company successfully opened the Mon1.rcal-Vanc ourer telephone line.
The line is 4,227 miles lqng ·as compared to the 3,400
miles ' of the New York-San Francisco line. The Montreal VanconYer lfoe does not run direct through C'anacln, but
instead fo r the grc>ater part pa~scs throrn gh the United
StatE's, tonrhing the followi 11g c01p1ectin g points: Buffalo, Chicago, Omaha, Salt L ake City, and Portland, Ore.

of Cincinnati ' each an autho~·itv., on fish, e-xpressed
Mao-ill
b
snc-h an opinion. 'I'he American Museum of Natural
.History wired fo'r a plaster oast of the fish and its brain
for research work. It was shaped and formed like the
little sunfish that swims in a glass bowl, except that it had
cars like an elephant and that they were folded close to
the skin . 'l'he hide was like emery paper in color ,a nd texture. rrhe fish is native to African waters.

Siam's new railway, the Siamese Southern, now has
389 miles of railway open to traffic. of which 120 were
opened during the past year.. Th e total length of the line,
inc-] nrling branches, will be ·t-1-0 miles, leaving 351 miles
still to _lw built. When completed the line will shorten
the time required for mail to reach Siam from Europe by
three or four days, and the journey from the port of I'enang to Bangkok, capital of Siam, which now consumes
six to eight days on the water, will take two and a half
·
clays.

The troubles of West Virginia in trying to enforce prohibition is thus t old in a dispatch from Cumberland
()fd.) to the Cincinnati Inquirer: West Virginia officers
raided a We. tern. Maryland train out of Cumberland late
one night recently, arresting a party of m en and women ·
an d confiscating 140 pints of liquor. Mrs. Teresa Dominick had J9 pints in pockets in a cartridge-like belt concea lecl under her clothing. Anna Daueria had 14 pints, 9
on her brea st ; -Jennie ]'urro had 11 pints, while two girls,
7 ancl 8 years old, respectively, had 12 pints concealed
in belts under th eir clothing, the officers said. Two of
three meu in the party escaped by jumping through the
car windows, taking . sash and glass. rrhe other man, J as.
Rav and the women were held for court on charges of
vio·l~tion of 'the prohibition law. Under fojunction of
the court liquor cannot be carriecl on trains entering West
._Tirgjnia. The ·party ·was en route to Thomas, West
Yirginia.

As illustrating the importance of caring £or the teeth
of the soldiers in t.be field, which has become one of the
mo~t ~erious medi cal probl ems of the war, it is worth
while to know that an agitation has been started in London to check the drafting of dental surgeom, it being alleged that the sca rcity of them is having a harmful effect
upon children, which, it is pointed out, will mean that the
military stock of tJ1e next generation will be rendered inefficient. Commanding officers abroad have found that
The water of the Great Salt Lake, in Utah, is so buoysoldiers with had teeth arc as worth less as soldiers with ant that a man ma.y 1ie on his back in it and ea·sily float,
w re feet or broken arms. A soldier with bad teeth cann ot with his head and neck, his legs to the knee, and both arms
chew hi, food and is subject to disease. ·
to tbe elbow, entirely out of the water. On assuming" a
I
sitting position, with the arms extended, his shouldel'S
its
protect
to
fences
of
'line
a
will rioe above the water. On account of the extreme
Italy ha~ just completed
raillvay bet ween 'l'ermoh and Campobasso from aYalanches buo~·ancy of the water, swimming is laborious, from t he
of ;;now. rr hi~ railway runs through a mountainous dis- temlencv of the lower extremities to rise above the su rtrict to the east of the Apennines where the snowfall in face . '.1'!1e lake is 75 miles long and 30 broad. The first
winter is so heavy and the mountain s so steep that to navigate its waters was General Fremont, in 1843. In
avalanches constantlv crash down and fill the cuts. rrhe saltness the Utah lake is n ot to be compa.red with a Si, now-fence is descril;ccl by the Engineering News as being berian lnke in Obdorsk, which for a long time has been enmade of reinforcell ccncrete posts · spared 6 feet 7 inches tirc>l_v roofed with a deposit of salt. It is 9 miles wide
ap:nt and join c,l bv 3-inch pine planks slid ing into grooves anC:l 17 in length. Originally evaporation played the most
in the ,:larnlarcls. This fencr is designccl to resi st safely prominent part in coating the lake over- with salt, but at
a uniform tlirnst of 20 pounds per squnrc> -(oot or a <·oncen- the prese~t time the salt springs which surround i~ are
trakrl horizontal ilrn1,:t of 660 pom1t!s at tlie top of each aJd ing fast to t he thickness of the crust. In the long-ago
period evaporation o.£ the lake's waters le~t great salt
~ec-tion of renc·e.
· cry~tals on the surface. I n course of time these caked
together . Thu s the waters were finally entirely covered.
and
h,
Beal'
Palm
at
'l'hc> oddPst looking fish ever taken
In l 878 the lake found an underground outlet into the
n
Arnerit:a
in
caught
eYrr
kiud
its
of
one
v
onl
the
prolrnb!_\·
watc>1·:-. 1rn" liar])OOnc>u in t he Onlf Stream the oilier da:v RiYc>r Obi, which lowered its surface about three feet.
bY ...\1111,r,)"C' :\lo1111ell, Jr., president of the lH id ralc Rtee l The salt crust was so thick, however, that it retained its
()011Lpn11_1 . It \\'a~ air elephant c•ared sunfis!1, eHtimated olJ leveJ, and now presents the curious spectacle of a saltto li,Hl' liel'll . pawned a.uywhere from 200 to .JOO years roofed lake. -'J'he salt coat increases six inches in thickago and to La,e weigheJ then about one i:i,t_Y thou~ant1th ncs::l erery year. The many little islands with which the
pari of its ll'eigbl whe11 l'aptured, whi('h wn~ dose to a lake i::; stuuded are said to act as braces and t@ help keep
ton . Both ,l olm D. Crimmins of ): e11· York and )?. 13. the arcl~d ~alt crust in position.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
LO:YGEST TU:YXEL IN UNITED STATES.
The Rogers Pass tunnel, which is five miles long, has
been holed tlirough and now supplants the Hoosac Tunnel
in :Masrnclrnsetts as the longest tunnel on this C(?ntincnt,
exceeding the latter by about a quarter of a mile. The
Ti ogers Pass tunnel is notable al130 for the manner in
whirh it was built antl the rnpid rate at which tlie work
was aclYanced. Two pioneer tunnels were driven parallel
with the main tunnel, but about 50 feet from it, expla\nS
Popular Mechanics. From these drifts, crosscuts were
driven to the center line of the main tunnel and from
these the main headings were driven. By this means the
work was greatly expedited. In July, 1915, the two
pioneer headings "·ere stopped when Jes than a mile
apart, and from these points the main headings were
driven forward, meeting December 19, the average advance for each main heading baYing been 520 feet per
month.
\

BUTTO:rfS MADE OF MILK.
Although it seems a far cry from milk to buttons, glue,
shoe polish, artificial silk and medicine, these are only a
few of the many products upon which, with milk as the
. raw material; the chemists of to-day arc building up new
industries, according to latest reports on . chemical rroduc.,
tions.
Starting with raw milk, says the San Francisco Chronicle, the first step in all these processes is to get ric1 of the
butter fat. The addition of weak acid to the fat-free
liquid brings about the precipitation of the substance
casein, valuable as a food, and used in the various processes as the base from which the final product is obtained. What the final nature of this substance is, apart
from the different percentages of its components, the
·
chemists themselves do not know.
subltant
esu
r
It is often treated with an alkali, the
many
for
basis
the
forms
which
mass
plastic
a
being
stance
glues. In its thick form it is mixed with marble dust and
hydrbxide of strontium, forming a ver·y hard drying mixtu:re, which finds application in the making of chessmen,
poker cups and toys.
BOY MAKES OWN GLASSES .
The fact that his parents could not afford to buy glasses
for him did not prevent a six-year-old boy who was advised to wear glasses by a school inspector employed by
the Board of Health, Indianapolis, Ind., from supplying
himself with a pair to relieve nearsightedness. When the
boy was advised to wear glasses by the school insJJBctor
and when his parents told him they could not afford to
buy them he made a pair.
·He broke the bottom out of a milk bottle and obtained
two thick pieces of glass . He then obtained a quantity
of wire from a hat frame and conf'tructed the frame.
When the school inspector visited the school where ;the hoy
I

,

was f'tudying lie found him wearing tile home-made spectacles.
The glasses were confiscated and taken to the office of
the C'ity Board of Health. The boy was sent to an optometrist anrl will be supplied with glasses fi;om the fund
the health board has for that purpose. Dr. Herman G.
Morgan, city sanitarian, said the boy's name would not
be made public, because it is the policy of the board to do
everything possible in order not to embarrass parents in
such cases.

LEGE~DS ABOUT THE MOO~.
A great many curious ideas exist in Yarious parts of the
world regarding the dark spots in the moon's disk . In
the eastern part of Alaska the spots are believed to be a
rabbit or a hare; the Chinese look upon them as a hare
sitting up and pounding rice in a mortar. M:ost of the
Siamese take the same- view. Some few, however, see in
the moon a man and woman \-rnrking in a field. Curiously enough, the North American Indians have almost the
same superstition as the Chinese, and on old monuments
in Central America the moon appears as a jug or vessel,
out of which an animal somewhat like a rabbit is jump.
ing.
The South Americnn Indians, on the other hand, believe that a gi rl who had fallen in Joye with the moon
sprang upward toward it, was cayglit and held by it,
and that it is hef figure which is seen on the moon's
face.
The Samoan Islander~ look on the spots as representing
a woman carrying a child, and n:iany other Southern peoples ha've similar heliefs, the woman and child sometimes
being altered into an old woman bearing a bmden on her
back. The Eskimos havc1an original supcctition. They
say that one clay A.niga, tile moon, chasecl his sister, the
sun, in wrath. Jnst as he was about to catch l,1er. howeYer, she snn.den ly turned around and threw a great handful of soot in his face, and thus escaped him, and of that
soot he bears the traces to th i, cla:v.
The inhabitants of Northwestern India, who account
for the moon's monthly disappearance by declaring that
she is burnt up regularly and replaced by a fresh moon,
explain the dark spots hy saying they are the ashes of
the former moon.
Other nations explain her disappearance in various
ways, s~ys the Spokesman Review. The Dakota Indians
have it that she is eaten up by mice; the Polynesian supertition is that the souls of the dead feed on her; according to the Hottentots, the moon suffers from headache;
and when it gets Yery bad she hides h~r head with her
hand and covers up her face from the gaze of the world;
the Eskimos maintain t.hat after shining for three weeks
she gets tired and hungry and withdraws to take one
enormous meal after their own fashion, and then reappears ,1nd begins- to shine again.

THE NOMATCH LIGHTER
CAN BE USED AS A CANDLE, TORCH OR LAMP.
RECOMMENDED TO THE THEATRICAL
PROPESSION AS A MAKE-UP LAMP.
VALUABLE IN HOME, OPPICE, OR STUDY.
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GLASS PEN.-Patent glass pen, with nice
'd ip, writes like any ordinary pen; each put
up in wooden box.
Price, lOc., postpaid.
,WOLFF NOVELTY 00., 29 W. 26th St,, N. Y.
·

A light is produced by pressing a key at the right, as
shown in the illustration. Release the key and the
light is automatically extinguished.

Absolutely Positive in Operation

THE JOKER'S 0IGAR.
The biggest 1ell or the eeaaon.
A real ci&ar made of
tobacco, but secreted In the
center or cigar ab6ut one·halt
~
inch from end ia & tountain
J¥..11•Jfl ot sparkleta. The moment
r,~~-l;> the t\re rea.chee thla faunta.ln
¼·~.... hundreds ot spark• ot tlr•

There is a quick, detachable ash receiver at the basesuy to clean, and which prevents spilling.
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Try a Lighter for 30 Days
ff it is not satisfactory, return ,it, and we will cheer-

burst !orth In every d1TecUon,
te the aaton!shment of the smoker. The ftre
.ta etas• fl.re, and will not burn the akln or
alethlng. After the ftreworke the victim ca,n
t.:entlnue emoking the cl,:ar to the end. Price,
lOe.; s for 25c; 1 dozen, BOc., malled, pHt·

fully refund your money.
To savers of trading stamps and coupons : A N omatch
Lighter can be redeemed for the following coupon, or
tradi_n g stamps :

pal4.

-.rB,ANK SMITH, 883 },enos ATe,, N. Y,

SPERRY & HUTCHINSON
500 stamps
UNIJED CIOAR STORE
500 coupons or 100 certificates
SCHULTE CIGAR STORE
500 coupons or 100 certificates

THE FRIGHTFUL RATTLESNAKE\
To a.II appearance It la a
harmless piece ot coiled
paper with a mouth-

~,;: ~~·ii

p~~~~~~"in~ obn~-!
mouth, and blowing
Into the tube, a.n Imitation snake o v e r twt.
feet tn length aprings out ot the roll like a
t\aah ot lightning, producing a whistling, flut'

$1.00

'PRICE

Almost anyone can learn it at home.
Small cost. Send to-day 2-cent stamp for
particulars and proof. 0. A. SMITH, Room
D147, 823 Bigelow St., P eoria, Ill.
.

~

Remit by express or post money order.
Currency can be sent by registered mail.

teiing 11ound that would !righten a wild Indtan. We guarantee our rattlesnake not to

The Nomatch Manufacturing Co.

bite, but would n ot advise you to play the ·
Joke on timid women or delicate children.
Each 1nake packed In a box. Price, lOc,1 I
tor 250., malled po•tpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N, Y
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"Moving Picture
Stories''
..

•A Weekly Magazine devoted to Photoplays and Players

.

Absolutely the finest little publioatloo

DD

tlla news-stand&

. - PRICE 5 CENTS A COPY ,_
ISSUED EVERY FRIDAY
BEAUTIFUL COLORED COVER DESl0NS
New portraits-of aotors and actresses every week

THI-RTY-TWO P-.ne
FINE HALF•TONE FRONTISPIECES
Get a oopy of this weekly magazine and aee what,ttie

EVERY NU,MBER CONTAINS

Six Gripping Stories, based ·o n the latest and best films, each profusely illustrated wtth fine halt-tones oC la tile
plays.
Photographs and Biographies ot the most celebrated Photoplay actors and actreSE!ell.
Special Articles relntiug to Moving Pictures, written by the greatest authorities ~ the film bustnesl!I.
News Notes from the studios about the doings of e'l"erybody of prominence collillected with tae Photoplaye.
Scenario Hints and the names of all the companies who may buy the plays you write.
Poems, Jingles, Jests and every bright feature calculated to interest both young a»d old.
GET A COPY NOW from your newsdealer, or send us 5 cents in money or postage stamps, an4 we will ...u
you the latest number issued.

''MOVINC PICTURE STORIES," Inc.
168 West 23d Street

New York
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